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Sodexho standoff ends 
Agreement 
finalized 
last night 
BY WENDI DOWST ~ 
AND JOE GERAGHTY 
Staff Writers 
Six students protesting the 
college's food service provider 
emerged late Wednesday night 
from a 34-hour sit-in at the Office 
of Admission in Job Hall follow-
ing a private meeting with Presi-
dent Peggy R. Williams. 
During the sit-in, the students, 
senior Laura Deutch, juniors Lis 
Pardi, Stephanie Cooper and 
Mark Frank, sophomore Mary 
Rogers and freshman Gra-ce Rit-
ter, had been calling for a meeting 
with Williams, demanding that she 
sign a notice breaking the college's 
five-year Sodexho Marriott con-
tract and give the company 90 days 
to leave campus. 
Although this specific de-
mand was not met during the two-
hour meeting, junior Mark 
Frank, treasurer of the Young 
Democratic Socialists and a sit-in 
participant, told the crowd of 
more than 70 cheering supporters 
that an agreement with the ad-
ministration had been reached. 
The college also released an of-
ficial statement confirming 
Frank's announcement, which 
said YDS agreed to end the sit-in 
under the following conditions: 
• The administration will con-
duct thorough research on the .is-
sue of private prisons and the re-
lationship of Sodexho Marriott 
Services to private prisons. 
• There will be a well-adver-
tised, college-sponsored forum m 
early- to mid-February 2001 on the 
topics mentioned above. 
• The president will facilitate 
See DEAL, page 4 
Timeline 
April 7 - The college signs a 
five-year contract with Sodexho 
Marriott, which beats current 
food service provider Chartwells 
in the bidding process. 
April 13 - The Ithacan reports on 
sit-ins at 10 colleges nationwide 
in which students protested 
Sodexho Marriott's relationship 
to private, for-profit prisons. It 
also reports on the "Not With 
Our Money'' campaign, which 
calls on students to boycott the 
food service company because 
of the connection. 
May 31 - Chartwells' contract 
expires. The company had 
served the college for 13 years. 
Sept. 19 ·- Student Government 
Association hears a presentation 
about the changes in the dining 
halls. It is announced that renova-
tions cost the college $846,000. 
October - The Nine is formed to 
protest Sodexho Marriott. The 
group, which is not officially rec-
ognized as a student organiza-
tion, begins its "Dump Sodexho" 
campaign by chalk messages 
across campus, disrupting a 
board of trustees dedication cer-
emony and distributing anti-
Sodexho literature to campus 
tours. 
Oct. 26- Leslie Aun, vice presi-
dent of public relations at 
Sodexho Marriott, meets with the 
college administration, The Nine 
and the Young Democratic 
Socialists. 
Nov. 7 - YDS sponsors a teach-
in on the prison industry. Co-chair 
Kia Kozun distributes form letters 
for students to send to President 
Peggy R. Williams demanding 
the college give a 90-day notice 
for Sodexho Marriott to leave 
campus. 
~
- -- -- ------ -- ------1 
more Sodexho cov-
ge on page 2, 4, 5. 10,! 
and online at 1 
w.ithaca.edu/ithacan l 
KRISTIN SAMPIERE/THE ITHACAN 
VOS CO-CHAIR Kia Kozun uses a two-way radio to communicate with supporters outside the Admission 
Office while she and six others protested at the sit-in inside Tuesday before media were asked to leave. 
Nov. 10 - President W11lIams 
holds a meeting with more than 
40 students who are protesting 
Sodexho Marriott to learn about 
their position. Williams has not 
released a decision regarding the 
college's future with the company 
Community reviews online registration 
BY KELLI B. GRANT 
Staff Writer 
Now that every student has had the op-
portunity to register using the new online sys-
tem for their Spring 2000 courses, the col-
lege community is beginning to asses the ef-
ficiency of the process that debuted last 
month. 
Senior Jason Barresi, a student studying in 
Los Angeles this semester, said registering was 
a disaster. 
Because of the time zone difference, Bar-
resi woke up in the early morning hours to at-
tempt to register for the classes he needed for 
his final semester. 
"When I tried originally, I was unable to 
register from any computer I had access to, 
both the ones in the center and at home," he 
said. "Eventually I went to Kinko's at 4:30 
a.m. to register." 
Barresi said he paid $~1 to register at 
Kinko's, and has not found out yet whether 
he will be reimbursed. 
Registrar John Stanton said despite crit-
icism from students and faculty, the online 
registration process will be back in April with 
minimal changes. 
There are no major plans at this time to 
change the registration system by next se-
mester, outside of improving system speed, 
he said. 
"We hope to make it faster," Stanton said. 
"That was probably the one thing [across] the 
board that everybody was concerned 
about-the slowness of the process. The Of-
fice of Information Technology 1s concen-
trating on trying to make that initial input 
[ when the system is first opened up to stu-
dents) faster." 
Stanton acknowledges that problems 
were expected dunng the first run. but said 
See FACULTY, page 7 
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Issues in the News 
Protests against prisons leads the news media to better examine issues 
BY ROBERT B. BLUEY 
Senior Writer 
Is prison the answer? 
Of late, that question has been raised 
time and again by the media in exposes of 
criminals' lives and the growing trend of 
locking these criminals away .. 
With student protests against prisons on 
the rise, the activists have forced the me-
[-----~ews - dia to take a closer look at the criminal 
justice system. 
The sometimes sym-~ysis 
pathetic perspective 
that is reported not only plays to the ac-
tivists' agenda, but pamts an ironic picture: 
The same media who blatantly demonize 
criminals are now revolting against the sys-
tem that incarcerates them. 
In the sensational world of television 
news, the double standard to which crim-
inals are held is obvious. Newspapers are 
guilty as well, giving the alleged attack-
er or offender a bum wrap before he or she 
has been tried in a court. 
Images of people being dragged away 
in handcuffs for drug dealing, assault or 
robbery creates a dangerous perception that 
now has the media pondering why Amer-
icans are so fearful of these renegades and 
why they want them behind bars or put to 
death. 
Twenty years ago, the nationwide 
crime rate had been steadily increasing, 
drug laws were not nearly as severe as they 
are today and far fewer people were in 
prison. Given these circumstances, few in 
the media would have questioned the need 
to incarcerate those committing crimes. 
Even though an ecoilomic boom has de-
scended upon the nation and crime rates 
have steadily fallen, the country is still jail-
ing criminals at an alarming rate. 
According to a Nov. 13 Newsweek re-
port on America's prisons, some 2 million 
people are now in jail - and that num-
ber is likely to increase. 
Media interest peaked this summer 
when a number of articles and studies re-
vealed startling information about the death 
penalty. 
Reports began showing racial injustice, 
inequality in the legal system and the pos-
sibility that some on death row were 
wrongfully convicted. 
Opinion polls have shown Americans 
are growing more uncertain about sen-
tencing criminals to death. Texas Gov. 
George W. Bush was faced with protests 
during his campaign for the presidency 
when he continued with a schedule to ex-
ecute criminals. 
The death penalty is just one of many 
components in the nation's pursuit of jus-
tice. Clearly, the much larger issue is the 
urgency to place people in jail. 
Whether it is in the interest of safer 
communities or the hope that time in prison 
will straighten out these wrongdoers, the 
trend is not likely to stop. 
The Newsweek cover story was inter-
esting in that it drew a clear-cut conclu-
sion for readers. Portraying a mother 
whose family has been riddled with jail 
time, the article tells of the racial imbal-
ance and the need for change. 
The opinion of the writers is that prison 
may be doing more damage than good. 
They assert that locking up too many peo-
ple may spur an increase in crime: 
"At the very least, our (nation's] poli-
cies have arguably hurt certain commu-
nities. But they may also be doing deep-
er damage, for they fuel the notion that 
we can afford to throw human beings 
away." 
The writers are entitled to their opin-
ion, but perhaps the more important issue 
is why Newsweek chose to prominently 
display one angle, while giving only half 
a page to a writer with a contradictory 
viewpoint. 
It is a debatable editorial judgment. 
More significant is the broader notion that 
it is not only Newsweek, but the media as 
a whole that is starting to question 
whether prison is the right answer. 
Politicians know that the press can be 
a guiding force of change. An investiga-
tive report from students at Northwestern· 
University in Chicago on the death 
penalty resulted in Illinois Gov. George H. 
Ryan's order to put a moratorium on all 
executions in the state. 
COURTESY OF NEWSWEEK MAGAZINE 
THE NOV. 13 Issue of Newsweek maga-
zine examined the racial makeup of the 
nation's current prison population. 
How the press continues its pursuit 
could'translate into broad reforms or have 
little impact at all. 
Changing public sentiment seems to 
be moving toward fairer treatment of crim-
inals, but the answer to the question of 
sending them to prison is far from re-
solved. 
Natii~~I International NeWs 
CHUCK KENNEDY/KNIGHT-RIDDER TRIBUNE 
DEMOCRATIC VICE PRESIDENT Al Gore takes ques-
tions from the media outside the White House Tuesday. 
Florida's high court to hear Gore appeal 
Vice President Al Gore's court of last resort agreed Tues-
day to consider his appeal and set a fast-track schedule for 
what many called the decisive legal duel of Florida's pres-
idential election. But Gore said he might fight on, even if 
he loses a final attempt to recount ballots. 
"I don't feel anything other than optimistic," the vice pres-
ident said, even as polls showed a steep decline in popular 
support. His odds? "50-50," the Democrat said. 
Texas Gov. George W. Bush, meanwhile, prepared to 
"seize the moment" after taking office. "Obviously, we've got 
a lot of work to do," the Republican said. 
Written briefs were due at the Florida Supreme Court by 
noon Wednesday on Gore's last-ditch effort to recount bal-
lots in Miami-Dade and Palm Beach counties. Oral arguments 
will be heard at 10 a.m. today, the election's one-month an-
niversary. A prompt ruling is expected. 
Two trials in Tallahassee of lawsuits charging that Re-
publicans tampered with applications for absentee ballots 
in Seminole and Martin counties also got underway 
Wednesday. The suits, filed by Gore supporters and con-
sidered long shots by many analysts, could cost Bush thou-
sands of votes. 
In a news conference Tuesday, Gore stopped short of say-
ing he would concede if the Florida Supreme Court rules 
against him in the recount case. 
"When the issues that are now being considered in the 
Florida Supreme Court are decided, that will be an impor-
tant point," Gore said. 
Are the odds now strongly against him? "I don't really 
feel that way," he said. 
In his statements, Gore seemed to imply that the final word 
might not come until the absentee ballot cases from Semi-
nole and Martin counties reach the state's highest court. 
Fox to be Mexico's first non-PR/ leader 
After generations of searching for their own democratic 
liberator, Mexicans on Friday will place their hopes in Vi-
cente Fox, a rancher-turned-politician who once dreamed of 
bullfighting or preaching the Bible rather than leading 100 
million Mexicans into a bloodless revolution. 
In a ceremony at the National Palace, Fox will become 
the country's first leader in 71 years to come from outside 
the traditional ruling party. He will be the 63rd president in 
Mexico's tumultuous history since the Spanish Conquista-
dors were ousted from power in 1821. 
Perhaps more important, the 58-year-old Fox will usher 
in a new era for a country clamoring for change, as it ce-
ments its fledgling civil society while seeking a place in the 
global economy. 
Like other groundbreaking figures, the man heading his 
nation's charge into the 21st century is the most unconven-
tional of leaders. Friends and supporters describe him as a 
man of uncanny charm, both irreverent and populist, a gen-
tleman politician and a man of the people. 
The last trait may be his strongest attribute, observers 
say, as he plans the transformation of a corrupt and pover-
ty-stricken society in the six years of his administration. 
Navy makes plans to disarm USS Cole 
The expected arrival of the injured USS Cole at Ingalls 
Shipbuilding in Pascagoula, Miss. is only weeks away, but 
Navy and Ingalls officials are still tight-lippc;d about the ship's 
location and the date of its arrival. 
Before the Cole is ready for extensive repairs to its hull, 
which was damaged in an Oct. 12 terrorist attack in Aden, 
Yemen, it is to be disarmed and removed of any spoiled food. 
However, officials will not say when or where it is going to 
happen. 
The Pentagon denies any attempt at secrecy regarding the 
Cole, but instead claims that it wants to fully develop its plans 
b~fore revealing them. 
The plan at one time was for the ship to go to New Jer-
sey for disarmament, said Den Knecht, vice president of in-
dustrial relations for Ingalls Shipbuilding in Pascagoula. 
The Navy has made no secret about the weapons on the 
Cole, which are listed on the Navy's USS Cole Web site. 
Astronauts start solar panel installation 
It was a task as monumental as the wings themselves. The 
future of space station construction hinged on the astronauts' 
ability to pull off the job and thus provide much needed pow-
er to the newly inhabited outpost. 
Spacewalkers Joe Tanner and Carlos Noriega, who trained 
for more than three years for this flight, were needed to guide 
the $600 million solar wings onto space station Alpha and 
then bolt them down. 
NASA expects the solar panels to generate 65 kilowatts at 
peak power - four times what is currently produced by the 
small Russian-built solar wings already on the space station. 
Two more. spacewalks are planned this week by Tanner 
and Noriega to finish wiring the solar wings and to install 
other equipment on the space station. If all goes well, the 
two crews will get to meet on Friday. 
Sourr:e: TMS Campus and the Associated Press 
CORRECTIONS 
Tom Marshall, lyricist for Phish, performed with his 
band, Amfibian, at the Odyssey Dec. 2. He has writ-
ten for Phish since it debuted in the mid-1980s and 
continues to do so. In Amfibian, he writes lyrics and 
music, plays piano and performs vocals. Marshalfs 
role in the bands was incorrect in the Nov. 30 issue. 
In last week's NAnother Angle" column, Trinity College 
was mistakenly identified as having an onfine registra-
tion system. Ober1in College was the actual institution 
to which Online Editor Adam Gerson was referring. 
It is The lthacan's policy to correct all errors of fact. 
Please contact Assistant News Editor Ellen A. 
Stapleton at 274-3207. 
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·11 r1 efs Circles blamed for accident 
Bias-related incidents 
discussion set for tonight 
A roundtable discussion fo-
cusing on bias-related incidents at 
Ithaca College will take place 
tonight from 7 to 9 p.m. in the 
Emerson Suites. 
The goals of the event include 
working toward appropriate re-
sponses as an institution to bias-
related incidents, discussing the 
issue of diversity on campus and 
gathering input from members of 
the campus community in order 
to generate solutions to the 
problem. 
The discussion is sponsored by 
the department of speech commu-
nication, the Diversity Awareness 
Committee and' the Office of the 
Vice President for Student Affairs 
and Campus Life. 
Center for Li{ e Skills 
gears up for open house 
The college's program de-
signed to assist people who have 
experienced a stroke or other 
neurological disorder will hold an 
open house tomorrow from 10 a.m. 
to _noon at the Longview Adult 
Care Facihty on Bella Vista Dn-
ve in Ithaca. 
The Center for Life Skills 
partners individuals who have 
been discharged from a regular re-
habilitation program in need of 
continued therapy with Ithaca 
College faculty and students from 
the School of Health Sciences and 
Human Performance. 
The open house will allow 
community members to learn 
more about the Life Skills program. 
which is now accepting applica-
tions for its spnng session. 
Annual winter dance 
BY BROOKE BENNETT 
~·raff Writer 
Icy road conditions con-
tributed to a car accident between 
two Ithaca College students at the 
College Circle Apartments Satur-
day afternoon, leaving the drivers 
to question the property manage-
ment's winter road maintenance 
procedures. 
The vehicles of the drivers, ju-
niors Jennifer Friedman and Liz 
Higgins, both skidded while at-
tempting to exiting the apart-
ments' parking lot causing the rear 
ends of their cars to collide. 
A report taken by Tompkins 
County Deputy Sheriff Gary M. 
Teeter attributed the skidding of 
both cars to "extreme ice condi-
tions." The report did not fault ei-
ther girl for the accident. 
As Friedman. a Circles resident, 
approached the exit, her car began 
to skid sideways, she said. Higgins, 
who lives on campus and was vis-
iting a Circles apartment, was be-
hind her and began to skid in the op-
posite direct10n, resulting in the mi-
nor collision. Neither student was in-
jured. The parking lot exit was 
blocked for about 30 to 45 minutes. 
Friedman said that although 
Higgins hit her, she does not feel 
that either of them was at fault. 
"(The ice] is completely what it 
was," she said. 
Higgins agreed with Friedman 
about the cause of the accident be-
cause even the deputy sheriff was 
skidding on the icy road, she said. 
"I couldn't even walk on the ice 
because it was so slippery," Hig-
gins said. 
Both girls said the College Cir-
cle Apartments did not do an ad-
equate job of clearing the roads. 
Apartment Manager Edie Pen-
nell said the complex was not 
plowed, but the area was salted ear-
MICHAEL W BLOOMROSE/THE ITHACAN 
THE VEHICLES OF TWO Ithaca College students sit in the snow after skidding and colliding on the icy 
exit to the College Circle Apartments off Route 96B Saturday afternoon. 
ly Saturday afternoon. She de-
clined to give a specific time. The 
parking lot was not salted earlier 
because Pennell had driven to the 
property in the late morning and 
did not feel salting was necessary 
at that time, she said. 
Streets near the college were 
plowed at 12 a.m. and again at 4:48 
a.m. Saturday, said Geri Lockwood 
of the Tompkins County Highway 
Department. 
The Town of Ithaca did not plow 
its roads, but it did salt the streets 
Friday night before ice built up, said 
Fred Noteboom of the Town of Itha-
ca Highway Department. 
Pennell said it is impossible to 
keep roads clear all the time, so dn-
vers must adjust their driving to the 
weather. There is a sign near the extt 
warning dnvers of icy cond1t1ons, 
as well as a speed bump to make dri-
vers slow down, she added. 
The apartment lease agree-
ment states that "[The] landlord 
will make a reasonable effort to re-
move snow and ice from sidewalks 
and/or driveways." It also says 
complete removal is not always 
possible due to inclement weath-
er in Tompkins County. 
"I do consider that we made a 
reasonable effort [to remove the 
snow and ice]," Pennell said. 
"You can't keep the roads snow-
free 24 hours a day. You just have 
to drive in accordance to what the 
road conditions are." 
Both girls maintain that they 
were driving slowly and carefully 
Friedman said she called the 
apartment office after the accident 
and left a message with an an-
swenng ~crvice. but has not n::-
ceived a response. 
Pennell did not comment on 
complaints received about the 
road conditions. 
Friedman said she was sur-
pnsed about the ice and the lack 
of response from the apartment 
management because she has had 
no previous problems. 
But Higgins said an accident 
was mevitab\e Saturday. 
"I think ... next ume for the peo-
ple that do live there and people that 
visit there, they should make sure 
it's plowed," she said. 
to take place Saturday 
Students can get ready to 
dance the night away in style at the 
Winter Senior Semi-Formal Sat-
urday from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. at the 
Ramada Inn near the Pyramid 
Mall. 
SGA vice president of acaden1ics appointed 
Tickets for the event, which 1s 
sponsored by the Senior Class. are 
on sale at the Ticket Sales window 
ii) the Campus Center. 
Tickets will cost $10 for indi-
viduals with a Senior Card, $15 
without. 
For couples with a Senior 
Card, tickets will be $18,or $25 
without. , 
The event 1s open t~ all Ithaca 
College students regardless of 
their class year. 
BY BRYAN POOLE 
Staff. Writer 
The Student Government As-
sociation has chosen senior Allison 
Lieberman to fill the posit10n of 
vice president of academics 
through May 2001. 
SGA President Dan Tilla-
paugh announced Tuesday night 
that the SGA executive board had 
selected Lieberman to assume the 
post. 
Lieberman was one of two fi-
nalists from a pool of four appli-
cants for the position after it was 
vacated Oct. 17 by junior Kia 
Kozun, who announced her resig-
---·------
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BOMBER DISCOUNI' ... 
Get 10-/4 off your bill "ith college WI 
nation citing personal reasons. 
"Allison fits in really well," 
said John Balduzzi, vice president 
of campus affairs. "She has a large 
knowledge of Congress. If every stu-
dent on campus was like Allison 
there would never be any problems." 
Lieberman has been a Student 
Congress representative since her 
freshman year. She said she is ex-
cited about taking on a more eli!e 
SGA position. 
"I was thinking about doing this 
last year, but wasn't surejf I could 
make the commitment. But now 
knowing what my workload is go-
ing to be for the second half of the 
year, I feel this is something I can 
do," said Liberman, a physical 
therapy major. 
In addition to her work with 
SGA, Lieberman has served as 
Student Liaison to Faculty Coun-
cil and a member of the Leadership 
Advisory Committee. 
Tillapaugh said he feels Lieber-
man's on-campus involvement 
made her the best candidate. 
"Allison was cho~en because of 
the strength of her involvement 
within Student Government As-
sociation and her experience and 
dedication within her academic 
school, her campus community and 
her extra-curricular activities," 
he said. 
11111 11111: BIG 
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MELISSA THORNLEY/THE ITHACAN 
SENIOR ALLISON LIEBERMAN 
joins SGA's executive board. 
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Deal reached after two-day protest 
Continued from page 1 
the most effective way to have the 
YDS position presented to the 
Ithaca College board of trustees by 
Its February meeting. 
• President Williams will wnte 
a letter to Sodexho Alliance and 
share student concerns about 
these issues. A YDS representative 
will have the opportunity to review 
a draft of this letter. 
• The college will make its de-
cision with regard to signing the 
YDS proposal on or before March 
19, 2001. 
• The parties agreed to establish 
check-in dates to ensure that 
progress is made on all these points. 
The sit-in participants, who 
went without outside food and wa-
ter and bathroom facilities during 
the standoff, delivered separate 
speeches after exiting the meeting 
at 10:30 p.m. 
The students who occupied the Ad-
mission Office spoke after the terms of 
the agreement were announced. 
"It's the kids in Alumni Hall that 
went out there and put themselves 
on the line made the difference," 
Deutch said. 
Negotiations between both 
sides hit a snag when 13 people oc-
cupied Alumni Hall in an attempt 
to put pressure on the administra-
tion at 4:30 p.m. 
National YDS Organizer Dara-
ka Larimore-Hall said that YDS 
was out of options and needed more 
power in the situation. 
Brian McAree, acting vice 
president for student affairs and 
campus life said the President had 
been on the verge of speaking di-
rectly with the students in the Ad-
mission Office when Alumni Hall 
was occupied. 
"We then quickly communicat-
ed to this group of students [in the 
admissions office] that 'you need 
to get a message to those students 
over there that there will be no 
more conversation because who is 
it that we are going to have a con-
versation with?'" 
After the students left Alumni 
Hall at 7 p.m. Williams agreed to 
come to campus to talk with the six 
students. 
Williams and McAree met 
Sodexho solutions 
A statement from the President of Ithaca College, Peggy R. Williams 
At 10:30 p.m. on Wednesday, December 6, representatives of the Young Democratic Socialists 
(YDS) who participated in the Job Hall sit-in, President Williams and interim vice president for student 
affairs and campus life Brian McAree agreed to the follow8ing, and as a result members of YDS agreed 
to end their sit-in: 
• The administration will conduct thorough research on the issue of private prisons and the relationship 
of Sodexho-Marriott Services to private prisons. 
• There will be a well-advertised, college-sponsored forum in early to mid-February 2001 on the topic 
mentioned above. 
• The president will facilitate the most effective way to have the YDS position presented to the Ithaca 
College Board of Trustees by its February 2001 meeting. 
• President Williams will write a letter to Sodexho-Alliance and share student concerns about these 
issues. A YDS representative will have the opportunity to review a draft of this letter. 
• The college will make its decision with regard to signing the YDS proposal on or before March 19, 
2001. 
• The parties agreed to establish check-in dates to ensure that progress is made on all these points. 
with the six students in the Ad-
missions Office, and after an hour 
and a half discussion described by 
Williams as "respectful" and "civ-
il," reached an agreement for action 
on both sides. 
"We go back to work, we go 
back to school, and we go back to 
work on this [issue]," Williams 
said. "I'm writing a letter to 
Sodexho Alliance very soon. I'm 
sharing [the students'] concerns, 
I'm not writing a letter sharing their 
position." 
Earlier events 
The sit-in was the culmination 
ofYDS's semester-long push to re-
move Sodexho Marriott from the 
college. 
The protesters argue that be-
cause on-campus residents are re-
quired to purchase a meal plan, they 
are forced to invest in the Correc-
tions Corporation of America - a 
private prison company that is par-
tially owned by Sodexho Marriott's 
parent company, the Paris-based 
Sodexho Alliance. The protesters 
criticize CCA for profiting from the 
imprisonment of others. 
Associate Professor Jonathan 
Laskowitz, sociology, is a local ex-
pert on the private prison industry. 
He said private prisons cut comers 
on services because there is little 
government regulation of them. 
This week's drama began with 
a "Dump Sodexho" rally Tuesday 
at the Free Speech Rock, which fea-
tured speeches by junior YDS Co-
chair Lucas Shapiro, Kate Rhee of 
the national Prison Moratorium 
Project and Larimore-Hall. 
Larimore-Hall announced that 
. seven students had occupied the 
Admission Office and called upon 
the students at the rally to march to 
Job Hall and confront the admin-
istration with their complaints 
against Sodexho. 
Meanwhile, the six students and 
Kia Kozun. former Student Gov-
ernment Association vice president 
of academics, had entered the Ad-
missions Office around 12: 15 
p.m. for what they said would be 
a silent protest. Campus Safety was 
soon contacted. 
While the students said they had 
originally intended to occupy the Of-
fice of the President, Kozun said the 
door was locked and they switched 
to Admission instead. 
As more than 100 rally attendees 
marched from the Free Speech 
Rock to Job ·Hall, they chanted 
"Hey hey, ho ho, Sodexho Mar-
riott's got to go," and "Hey 
Sodexho, what do you say? How 
much money did you make today?" 
A reporter for The Ithacan en-
tered the Admission Office at 
12:35 p.m., after which Norm 
Wall, associate director of Campus 
Safety, Jocked the office door. 
Kozun asked Wall. why he had 
locked the door. 
"We are not going to let this 
place fill up with people," he said. 
At that point, Campus Safety Di-
rector Bob Holt and McAree en-
tered the office to talk to the stu-
dents. 
For the first time that day, the sit-
in participants pledged to remain in 
the office until the college agreed 
to send Sodexho Marriott a 90-day 
notice to leave campus. · 
Public Information Director 
Dave Maley confinned the fact that 
the contract includes the 90-day 
clause, but said during the sit-in the 
college had no intention of imme-
diately revoking that part of the 
contract. · 
"I have said all along that I was-
n 't going to sign the ultimatum as 
Jong as they occupied the [Admis-
Al.EX MORRISON/THE ITHACAN 
BRIAN MCAREE (left to right). acting vice president for student affairs and campus life, President Peggy R. Wllllama, and Public 
lntonnaUon Director Dave....., discuss the agreement reached Wedneaday night around.10:30 belween students and admlnlatntora. 
sion] Office," Williams said. "We 
had made that very clear." 
McAree told the students that he 
alone could not make the decision 
to end the contract and that Presi-
dent Williams would not be un-
available to meet with them until 
Monday or Tuesday of next week. 
The students refused this offer. 
"This isn't going to committee 
and get watered down and re-
hashed," Kozun said. "We're not 
leaving until our demands are 
met." 
At 2:40 p.m., the administrators 
returned from a meeting and re-
quested that everyone present -
the sit-in participants and the me-
dia - leave with the guarantee that" 
Williams would meet with Kevin 
Pranis, chairman of the board of the 
Prison Moratorium Project and 
the students next week. The stu-
dents again rejecteq the offer. 
McAree then told the occupants 
they were violating the college's 
Student Conduct Code and would 
face judicial action if they did not 
leave immediately. 
The student media left after be-
ing pressured by campus officials 
to do so. 
At about 5:30 p.m. the lights 
were turned off in the office and the 
curtains were closed, as the seven 
students prepared to stay the 
night. Larimore-Hall said the stu-
dents inside told him they were giv-
en the option to stay the night with-
out any- outside food or water. If 
anyone left the office, they would 
not be allowed back in, the students 
said. There were no bathrooms 
available to the students. Cam -
pus Safety officers spent the night 
in the room with the students. 
About 20 supporters slept in the 
lobby, and Campus Safety an-
nounced Wednesday momingthat-• 
the hallway had to be cleared so 
business could be conducted as usu-
al by 7 a.m. 
A rally began around noon as 
Shapiro read international letters of 
support for the sit-in. 
The Service Employees Interna-
tional Union, Working Families 
Party, Young Socialists of France, 
and the Progressive Student Network 
all offered their full support of the 
students' protest. 
Five hundred Ithaca College 
students also signed a petition 
Wednesday opposing Sodexho. 
As Shaprio read the letters at the 
rally, the students occupying the of-· 
fice stood up and put their coats on. 
Minutes later, Larimore-Hall 
called for students to follow him to 
the loading dock door at the back 
of the office and the students 
within the office ran out of the re-
ception area to find their way to the 
loading dock door. There, stu-
dents banged on the door and 
screamed, "Let us in." 
Kozun fell out another door to the 
office with Wall in front of her and 
McGreevey standing behind her. 
They then shut the door, according 
to Kozun and other witnesses. 
Kozun claimed that she was as-
saulted by college officials at this 
time. The protesters contacted the 
National Lawyers Guild of New 
York City, which helped locate two 
Ithaca attorneys who agreed to con-
sult with the students regarding 
these claims. 
Maley said the Guild contacted 
the college Wednesday, alleging 
that several students had been as-
saulted by college officials during 
the various demonstrations. 
"No one was assaulted by any 
Ithaca College official during the 
course of the demonstrations or sit-
ins," Maley said. 
Students will hold another 
anti-Sodexho rally today at noon at 
the Free Speech Rock. 
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Sodexho voices views to counter YDS' prison concerns 
Dining services provider 
speaks on investments 
Leslie Aun · Vice President of Public Re-
lations, Sodexho Marriott 
Q: What is the general reaction of Sodex-
ho Marriott to the protests on the Ithaca 
College campus? 
A: To be quite honest, we find the _protests 
very disheartening. We feel that we've done 
a lot of good things with the food service, 
and we feel like the students are being mis-
informed and that they are really targeting 
the wrong company ... I think our employ-
ees feel fairly disheartened and discouraged. 
Q: Could you explain the relationship be-
tween Sodexho Marriott and Sodexho Al-
liance, and between Sodexho Alliance and 
the private prison industries like Correc-
tions Corporation of America? 
A: Sodexho Alliance is the largest share-
holder in Sodexho Marriott services. That is 
undisputed. Sodexho Alliance also owns 
shares in a private prison company, known 
as Corrections Corporation of America. They 
have a minority stake in it. That is the ex-
tent of our connection. 
Both ourselves and CCA happen to have a 
company that owns stock in us. That is re-
ally the end of the connection between the 
two companies. We are a food and facilities 
management business. We are not in the 
prison business. We do not imprison people. 
We do not manage prisons. I don't even 
think we provide food to prisons. We feel like 
this is not our issue. 
Q: You said you feel they are targeting the 
wrong company. Who do you feel they 
should be targeting? 
Democratic socialists 
show concern for inmates 
Lucas Shapiro - Co-Chair of YDS 
Q: How 1~ eliminating Sodexho on one col-
lege campus going to make a d1tference'! 
A: There arc over 50 campaign~ nat1onw1de 
and 111 Canada to remove Sodexho Mamou 
from campuse~. We hope that tht!~g_~ 
gra~sroot~ effort~ around a number of col-
lege campuse~ .. !Sodexho] will be forced 
to divest from their private pn!:,ons stock-
holdmgs, or ~chool institution~ are really go-
ing to have to ~tand up and make a ~trong 
statement for soc1ally re~pom,1ble in\'e~tmg. 
Daraka Larimore-Hall - National 
YDS Organizer 
Q: What I!> your biggest cnt1C1sm of the pri-
vate pn~on industry'1 
A: I th111k the wor::,t thmg about the private 
pn~on mdw,try 1~ the fact that It create~ a ~1t-
uauon 111 which ... there arc ma3or corpora-
llons that arc able to be involved 111 policy de-
velopment_ who have a senou!:, vested inter-
est in havmg the pnson population be a:, large 
as it can possibly be. I would like to ,ee the 
prison population as ~mall a!> It could be . We 
should be working .. to make ~ure there arc 
as few people 111 pmon a~ pu,~1ble 
Kia Kozun - Co-Chair of YDS 
A: If they are against private prisons, my 
suggestion would be that those decisions 
to privatize prisons are made by state leg-
islatures and that perhaps they should be 
lobbying Congress or lobbying their state 
l~\~J~s... ,,. ..... , 
ALEX MORRISON/THE ITHACAN 
KOLE 0. ODUTOLA, an Ithaca College graduate student, joins Sodexho protesters out-
side of the Admlsslon-.Offlce Tuesday ,as the sit-In was taking place. 
Q: Why are you !>O critical of the relation-
ship between Sodexho and private pnson:,·' 
A: We're cnt1cal of Sodexho Marriott's re-
lationship with pnvate prisons because It 1~ 
inevitable that there 1~ a dircct link between 
my being a captive investor on this campu~ 
As a student who lived on campus, I was re-
quired to buy a meal plan, almost a $4,000 
meal plan, and that money goes to a com-
pany owned by another company that invests 
directly in private pnsons. I'm a captive in-
vestor and I don't want my money bemg fun-
neled mto the private ~nson industry. 
Organizations combine efforts to·support protests 
ALEX MORRISON/THE ITHACAN 
RALLIERS KEVIN PRANIS and Kate Rhee 
of the Prison Moratorium Project. 
BY JASON SUBIK 
Staff Writer 
A number of off-campus national and lo-
cal groups, including sev·eral labor unions, 
supported the student groups protesting 
against Ithaca College's association with the 
Sodexho Marriott food provider. 
"There are community folks, there are la-
bor folks and there are human rights orga-
nizations that are involved," said Daraka La-
rimore-Hall, an organizer for the Young De-
mocratic Socialists and an employee of 
YDS's national organization. "There is a very 
large coalition nationwide that is pushing for 
the abolition of the private prison industry." 
Larimore-Hall said that coalition in-
cludes the Prison Moratorium Project, the 
Working Families Party, the Hotel and 
Restaurant Employees Union, the Service 
Admission occupation 
BY JENNIFER HODES$ under as best conditions as possible," Maley 
News Editor said. "We are making the necessary 
arrangements for visiting families." 
The Office of Admission was forced to re- The Cameriengo family from Boston was 
locate to Dillingham Center Wednesday as among the families 'yisiting Wednesday and 
a result of protests against Sodexho Marriott. took a tour of the campus. 
Student supporters of the seven Sodexho The family said the admission staff was 
protesters continued to remain outside the accommodating. . 
Admission office in Job Hall throughout the "We were met right 'away and we were 
day, leading the office to relocate to a tern- taken where we needed to go," said Marie 
porary location in Dillingham room G25. Cameriengo, whose daughter Natalie was vis-
Staff made necessary arrangements to ac- iting the college. \ 
commodate visiting families and prospective Despite the protesting froin students, Na-
students, Dave Maley, director of public in- talie said she felt the Admissidn office made 
formation said. the best out of the situation. '\ 
"We are explaining the situation to "I support student's rights to support their 
prospective students and their families, and beliefs," she said. "[Wednesday's events] will 
we are doing our best to avoid any disrup- not affect my decision on whethef\to go to 
tions," Maley said. Ithaca College next year or not." \ 
Student interviews were conducted out of Campus Safety officers were seen escort-
the Dillingham basement office during the ing numerous.employees out of Job Hall. · 
day and cam~s tours left from the parking · _ -" 
lot outside of t})e {)!fjce of Admission. . -, .Seueral :l'1Jacan staff members co11tributed·10 
"The Office [of Admission] is operating the Sodexho coverage. 
Employees International Union, the state 
workers union, the prison guards union, 
church groups and community groups. 
Although Larimore-Hall said the purpose 
of the rally in Job Hall Wednesday was to 
protest the unmoral act of profiting from pns-
oners, he said that at least a part of the protest 
was against the fact that Sodexho Marriott 
is employing a non-union shop. 
"There is that Ile," he said. "It's not just 
in private prisons, however, that you have 
prison labor. The prison labor issue is very 
sticky." 
Larimore-Hall explained that there is some 
confusion that exists on the prison labor is-
sue. 
On one hand the protesters are against the 
tremendous profits that corporations are able 
to make off of a captive labor force, but on 
the other hand they do not want to further im-
poverish prisoners by saying they cannot 
work at all. 
"The longer term issue on the prison la-
bor front 1s how do we put pressure on cor-
porations to pay pnsoners a decer.t wage:· 
he said 
Ithaca Cathol!c Workers was one of the 
local groups that had representative!> on cam-
pus 
!CW member Clare Grady wa~ at the ral-
ly and explained why !:,he brought ~ome chil-
dren with her. The Catholic Workers 1s com-
mitted to nonviolence, voluntary poverty and 
prayer, and protests mjusuce, war and 
racism. 
"We were invJted by our friend~ that arc 
working on campus to bring to light this con-
nection between Sodexho and pnsoner~." she 
said. "The kids are seeing a hopeful model 
of social respons1b11Ity." 
KRISTIN SAMPIEREITHE ITHACAN 
THE SEVEN VOS protesters speak with Sriah·McAree,.acting vice president for student 
affairs and campus life, in the Admission Office Tuesday, where they staged a sit-in. 
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Rise in bus operating cost to lead to Jan. 1 hike 
BY MEREDITH MACVITTIE 
Staff Writer 
Ithaca College students, faculty 
and staff who travel around town 
via the Tompkins Consolidated 
Area Transit should prepare to dig 
a little deeper into their pockets. 
The TCAT board of directors ap-
proved fare increases at its Nov. 27 
meeting. Effective Jan. l, regular 
bus fare in a single zone will in-
crease from 75 cents to $1 and from 
$1.50 to $2 for multiple zones. 
According to TCAT's Web site, 
the increase in fares is a result of 
increased prices for fuel and liability 
insurance costs. 
TCAT's operating costs will 
rise by $514,322 in the next year. 
One factor in the rise is insur-
ance costs for the transportation 
provider, which have increased 
following the fatal March bus ac-
cident that claimed the life of a Cor-
nell University student. 
In addition to fare increases, sev-
eral less popular routes will be cut 
from the schedule. 
Route 18, which provides Satur-
day service between The Commons 
and Buttermilk Falls, and Route 35, 
which serves Cayuga Heights and 
Cornell University, will be eliminated 
as part of restructuring. 
library serials coordinator, is part of 
a Staff Council sub-committee 
that explores and recommends al-
ternatives to driving to campus. She 
said she is concerned about "the ef-
fect the fare increase will have on 
... lower- income families." 
But Smith said she thinks 
those who rely on bus transporta-
tion to and from the college will ul-
timately pay the higher fare out of 
necessity. 
"We're just going to have to put 
up with it," she said. 
Twelve public information 
meetings, which began Oct. 23, were 
held to allow the public to ask ques-
tions about the proposed system and 
voice their concerns. A meeting 
was also held in each town or city 
in Tompkins County and at Cornell 
University and Ithaca College. 
Dwight Mengel, TCAT service 
development manager, said about 
26 people attended the different 
meetings. 
The fare increases have 
prompted some students to call 
upon TCAT to work more closely 
with the college to provide better 
fares and service for its students. 
"I think we pay enough to go to 
this school that transportation to the 
local town should be provided for," 
freshman Elizabeth Collins said. 
site, Cornell students can ride the 
TCAT free of charge Monday 
through Friday by showing their 
student IDs. Cornell then pays the 
students' fares directly to TCAT. 
"Cornell is the largest single fare 
payer in Tompkins County, ac-
counting for 64 percent of the to-
tal fare revenue, or what will 
amountto$l,28l,00l in2001," ac-
cording to the site. 
"We would love to work with the 
college and sec if we can work out 
some kind of pass program ... similar 
to the Cornell system," Mengel said. 
Dave Maley, Ithaca College pub-
lic information director, said the col-
lege is not officially involved in ne-
gotiations with TCAT at this time. 
TCAT changes 
Fare before Jan. 1: 
• Single zone$0.75 
• Multiple zone $1.50 
Fare after Jan. 1 : 
• Single zone $1.00 
• Multiple zone $2.00 
Eliminated routes: 
• 18 between The 
Commons and Buttermilk 
Falls 
ONDREJ BESPERAT/THE ITHACAN 
A TCAT BUS picks up students from outside the Towers. The bus ser-
vices board of directors approved a fare increase that will begin Jan. 1. 
TCAT said it is eager to work 
with the college and other riders to 
provide adequate transportation. 
Elizabeth Smith, Ithaca College 
Freshman Julia Brindle agreed, 
noting that Cornell students can ride 
TCAT for free. 
According to the TCAT Web 
• 35 between Cayuga 
Heights and Cornell 
University 
Mulch replacement 
to end series of fires 
BY HEATHER ZIMAR 
Staff Writer 
The combination of improperly dis-
carded cigarettes and dry, fine mulch that 
ea'iily ignites has sparked a series of 10 mi-
nor fire!'. outside campus butldings this fall. 
ln response, Ithaca College plans to 
!',Witch from double-grain to single-grain 
landscaping mulch during the 
spring semester. 
During the most recent 
mulch fire on Nov. 13, Diane 
O'Hara, assistant manager of the 
Campus Center Dining Hall, re-
ported an odor of burning 
wood inside the dining hall at 
8:08 p.m. 
"Everybody noticed [the 
odor]," O'Hara said. "It was 
very strong." 
discarded cigarette, Clark said. 
According to the Campus Safety Log, 
nine of the "smoldering mulch" reports oc-
curred between Aug. 9 and Sept. 27 out-
side the East and West Towers, Dilling-
ham Center, Hood Hall, Rowland Hall and 
Landon Hall. 
Public Information Director Dave Ma-
ley said the college's outdoor smoking pol-
icy will remain in effect, but 
urged smokers to use the ex-
isting ashtrays. 
"I'd like to use this oppor-
tunity to remind people to take 
care of their discarding of 
cigarettes," he said. 
Maley added that if a per-
son is caught improperly dis-
carding a cigarette that results 
in a destructive fire, they 
would face judicial charges. 
Life Safety responded to 
the call and found a light haze 
CLARK Clark agreed that smokers 
should be more careful. 
of smoke in the dining area, said Ronald 
Clark, fire and building safety coordina-
tor. He decided to contact the Ithaca Fire 
Department for assistance. 
IFD Lieutenant Chris O'Connor said Life 
Safety was unable to detennine the source 
of the fire and called the fire department at 
8:30 p.m. Eleven firefighters arrived at cam-
pus at 8:35 and extinguished the fire, which 
was located at the east entrance of the north 
side of the dining hall.IFD used a water ex-
tinguisher instead of hose lines because it 
was a minor fire. 
Wind moved the smoke from outside 
the building up the side of the Campus 
Center, Clark said. The smoke entered the 
building through an air circulation duct. 
The smoke then went through the air-han-
dling system and caused the odor in the 
north end of the dining hall. 
The only students present in the din-
ing hall at the time of the fire were lO stu-
dent employees, and the burning odor did 
not persist very long, O'Hara said. 
The fire was caused by an improperly 
"It's carelessness," he said. "If you're 
a smoker, you've got to take the respon-
sibility to make sure you put your ciga-
rette out." 
However, Superintendent of Grounds 
Roger Casterline acknowledged that the 
mulch the college has been using for two 
years has contributed to the recent fires. 
The college changed from single-
grain to double-grain mulch two years ago 
for aesthetic purposes, as well as to de-
crease the use of herbicides to control 
weeds, he said. 
'This is a little finer mulch, which may 
be making a difference," he said. 
Casterline said he remembers no prob-
lems with single-grain mulch iri the past. 
Until the college switches the type of 
mulch this spring, Casterline said the 
mulch will continue to be watered down 
on dry days to reduce the chances of fire. 
Reports of smoldering mulch should de-
crease during the winter months because it 
will not be able to burn inro the snow and 
increased moisture, Clark said. 
Give the--gift that .. 
keeps on giving! 
Get The Ithacan! 
Subscribe to 
The Ithacan 
for the 
Spring 2001 
semester. 
To subscribe, contact Manager of Publications 
J. Michael Serino at (607) 274-1036, or send an 
e-mail to ithacan@ithaca.edu. 
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JUNIOR ERIC LARSON takes a minute to relax while waiting for Degree Navigator to come back on-
line while registering for his classes last week during online registration for the Spring 2001 semester. 
Faculty adjust to new system 
Continued from page 1_ 
he stands by the program despite 
critiques from students that it 
could have been better designed. 
"Anybody who didn't think 
there weren't going to be [prob-
lems] is not listening," he said. 
"We did a lot of testing, but peo-
ple who work with systems will 
tell you, you can't test 
everything. You really 
can't test for how the 
system is going to react 
to the real load on the 
system, despite our su-
per-critics, who think 
everytbiqg should be 
fully ,-fested. It's not 
that we didn't do a lot of 
testing, we did." 
"I had a positive experience," 
she said. "I got up early, and it took 
awhile, but I expected that." 
The amount of space in a par-
ticular course is a faculty issue and 
not decided by the Registrar's of-
fkc, Stanton said. 
"As I have said many times, this 
particular system does not address 
the issue of 200 students wanting 
STANTON 
25 seats in a course," 
Stanton said. "That's 
an issue with faculty 
and resources. The 
faculty provides the 
courses, the sections, 
and the seats. [The 
registrar's office is] 
just the medium by 
which you· try and get 
your courses . . . stu-
den~ tend to forget 
that. They look at the Students share experi-
ences 
Stanton said with the debut of 
the online system, fewer students 
will have to worry about register-
ing for courses on the first days of 
classes. Current figures show 
more students have fully registered, 
and there are fewer students who 
are registered for under 12 credits 
than during the 1999 registration 
process, Stanton said: 
But these figures come as little 
comfort to students like sophomore 
Carla Landeo. She said the new or-
der, which made sophomores the 
Registrar as the 011e who didn't get 
thein the course." 
But Professor Michael Twom-
ey, chair of the English department, 
said the demand tally used in the 
paper system allowed professors to 
see how many students had re-
quested their course. 
The tally enabled professors to 
make necessary adjustments in 
their classes so that students with 
majors or minors in the given sub-
ject area would get the courses they 
needed. 
"With the new system, we have 
last group of stu-
dents to regiSter, ' ' [Students] look at 
caused her to 
no ide:! who 
does not get 
into the 
course," Twom-
ey said. "I can 
have problems 
getting classes 
for the Spring 
2001 semester. 
"I only have 
two classes," 
she said. 'Tm 
changing ma-
jors, and all my 
the registrar as the 
one who didn't get 
them the course.'' 
check online 
and tell you 
who is in my 
class, but if 
I've got a cap of 
25 and 15 addi-
-JOHN STANTON 
Registrar 
required classes are filled up." 
Landeo has spoken with facul-
ty, Registrar staff and deans, but 
said everyone has told her that she 
must wait until January to see if 
professors can fit her in their re-
spective classes. 
Junior Maria Cataldo said she 
also experienced problems with the 
system. 
"The system is absolutely 
ridiculous," she said. "Every 
single class I wanted to register 
for had no space left. I was up at 
6 a.m. to be on the system at 7 
a.m .• and by 10 a.m., I still had 
no classes." 
Other students had a more op-
timistic view of the new system. 
Senior Amy Zepperi said students 
just needed to have patience. 
tional students 
wanted my class and didn't get in, 
I don't know who they were. 
From here on out, it will be 
guesswork figuring out how 
many sections of any given 
course I should offer, " Twomey 
said. 
Stanton said the demand tally 
process is impossible to replicate 
with the online registration system. 
The Office of Information Tech-
nology is looking into a way to 
record the number of times a 
course is requested after it has been 
filled, he said. 
'1'he whole concept of de-
mand is very difficult to measure 
in an online system," he said. "OIT 
is looking into that, but I doubt if 
that will be available in April. 
Maybe a year from now." 
Because of high demand to reg-
ister for many courses, some stu-
dents said they felt pressured to be 
at a computer by 7 a.m. 
Maria Cataldo said she was up 
at 7:1a.m. to register and missed 
three of her morning classes in con-
tinued attempts to register. 
Stanton said there was no 
pressure put on students to get up 
early. 
He said he knew of students 
who did not wake up until noon 
and were still able to get on the sys-
tem and get their classes. 
"We put no pressure on them to 
get up early," he said. 'That's a per-
sonal choice the students have." 
The Dean's Council will discuss 
the issue of students missing 
classes to register, Stanton said. He 
said the Council will be returning 
a decision to the Registrar's office 
regarding the specific time and reg-
istration order for the Fall 200 I se-
mester by February 15. 
Advising process debated 
The implementation of the 
new registration system meant 
that for the first time students 
were not required to meet with a 
faculty advisor to review their 
course selection for the next se-
mester. 
The deletion of this require-
ment in the registration process 
has been greeted with mixed re-
views. 
Professor Jane Caplan, modern 
languages and literature, said she 
thinks advising should be re-
quired, but is not sure how. 
"[A student's] entire academic fu-
ture is in [their] hands," she said. 
Stanton said a control could be 
put in to require advising before 
registration. 
The issue had come up during 
testing, but it was turned down be-
cause it would be unfair to students 
with poor advisors, Stanton said. 
"What do you do with the stu-
dents who go to see their advisor 
and their advisor 1s not there?" he 
said. 
"Yes, we have some very good 
advisors that keep their appoint-
ments, but we were concerned pri-
manly with the students who 
couldn't sec their advisor ... and 
we have advisors that don't meet 
students ... a control could be put 
m, but I thmk the academic folks 
m total would want to really thmk 
about that." 
Online registration will be ac-
cessible through Feb. 2nd, the last 
day of the add/drop period. Any stu-
dent can register and switch cours-
es until then. 
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Students discuss 
program changes 
Journalism split 
to new department 
delayed until 200 2 
BY JENNIFER HODESS 
News Edllor 
The movement to create a 
journalism department m the 
Roy H. Park Schol>I of Commu-
nications that would separate the 
program from the Telev1s1on-
Radio Department is in a state of 
confusion. 
Not only 1s the coordinator of 
the Journalism program, Associate 
Professor John Hochheimer, un-
certain of his future in the program. 
but one of the other journalism pro-
fessors will not be returning m the 
fall. 
Hochheimer has been pro-
gram coordinator for the last 12-
and-a-half years, but said his fu-
ture in that position 1s yet to be de-
termined. 
"I don't want to do 1t anymore," 
he said. 
1,-Ie added that he would hke to 
focus more on his teaching and 
wnting. 
"If John [Hochheimer] decides 
he does not want to continue in the 
curriculum he is in, then we will 
obviously have to decide how we 
are going to fill that hole," said 
Dean Thomas Bohn, of the Roy H. 
Park School of Communications. 
Bohn also said Assistant Profes-
sor Carolyn Byerly, TV-R, will not 
be returning in the fall because she 
was denied tenure last semester. 
For the last several years, 
communications faculty have 
been working to revise the jour-
nalism program's curriculum and 
create a deparnncnt of its own that 
would branch off from TV-R. 
The original projected goal for 
creating a journalism department 
was Fall 2001. However, Bohn said 
the program will probably not be-
come a department by that time. 
"Because the curnculum revi-
sions are going to take longer than 
we anticipated and we are in the 
process of hiring someone to re-
place Carolyn Byerly's position, ... 
the timetable will probably be 
pushed back to Jan. 2002, but it 
could be as late as June 2002." 
Hochheimer led a discussion 
with about 30 journalism stu-
dents at the Society of Professional 
Journalists Monday meeting re-
garding the progress of the revised 
curriculum and the status of the 
move to create a department. 
"Our goal is to revise the pro-
gram to encourage journalism 
students to become proficient in 
more than one medium." he ~aid. 
"We would be changing and 
elimmatmg "ome requiremcnh to 
make the Journalism program 
more flexible." 
Some \tudents arc concerned 
with the current structure of the 
Journalism program and would like 
to ~Ce II revised. 
"Most of us don't learn all of 
the little mtncac1e~ ofJ,mrnahsm," 
said Senior Scott Hepburn, a 
Journalism maJor. "I think we 
need to find a way of enhancing 
our knowledge of Journahsuc 
techniques." 
When the existing Journalism 
program was created m I 991, 
there were only seven maJors. 
Now, enrollment m the program 
has swelled to more than 190, 
Hochhc1mer said. 
A journalism task force wa~ 
formed for the purpose of examm-
mg the options for creating a Jour-
nalism department, Bohn said. 
"Its job 1s really to see what 11 
will take to make II a department 
separate from TV-R," he said. 
Currently task force member" 
include: Hochhe1mer, Assistant 
Professor Peter Karenh1, TV-R. 
Professor Christopher Harper. 
TV-R, Park Distingu15hed Chair 
Jo Ann Caplin, TV-R, and Asso-
ciate Dean Virginia Mansficld-
Richardson. 
Some of the significant 
changes to the Journalism pro-
gram under the proposed re-
vised curriculum would eliminate 
the current concentration re-
quirement, eliminate the nine 
credits of writing requirements 
and only require students to take 
Academic Writing, and would 
also allow students to take a se-
ries of topic courses such as 
sports journalism, arts and en-
tertainment journalism and in-
ternational journalism. 
All of the revisions have to go 
through a series of committees to 
gain approval and then finally must 
be approved by the New York State 
Education Department in Albany. 
The progress of moving the pro-
gram to department status is 
slow-going, which should allow 
ample opportunity for student in-
put, Hepburn said. 
"We're at the most important 
decision-making step right now," 
Hepburn said. "If we want to come 
together as journalism students and 
say, 'These are the things we think 
a journalism degree from Ithaca 
College should provide us,' we 
have to do 1t now, we have to do 
it consistently and we have to do 
it loudly." 
Staffwnter Mike Henry 
contnbuted to tlus story 
ALEX MORRISON/THE ITHACAN 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR JOHN HOCHHEIMER, coordinator of the 
journalism program, speaks at the SPJ meeting Monday. 
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Faculty may join students for dining hall meals 
College may offer plan 
to professors in fall 2001 
BY DAN GREENMAN 
Staff Writer·-----------
Students might have to get used to see-
ing thetr professors more often. It could be 
just a matter of lime before faculty are eat-
ing meals in dining halls every day. 
The college may begin offering dining 
hall meal plans to faculty as early as next 
year, said Gene Wescott, director of dining 
services. 
Wescott said meal plans could make lunch 
a lot easier for professors and other faculty 
with short lunch breaks. 
Many of these faculty members already 
cat lunch on campus - usually they buy 
food at the Snack Bar or bring it from home 
- and using an ID card to enter a dining 
hall might be a more convenient option. 
Currently, all faculty have to pay with cash 
to eat in dining halls - $5 for breakfast, $7 
for lunch and $9 for dinner. 
Faculty are also able to put money on their 
ID cards to pay for food at the Snack Bar, 
entrance to a dining hall, and items from The 
Bookstore. 
"Right now we are working on estab-
hshi ng a meal plan for professors and oth-
er faculty to be offered next year," Wescott 
said. "I am looking at different options. I 
try to see what other locations are doing and 
learn from them." 
He said he plans on presenting some pos-
sible faculty dining options to the Food Ser-
vice Advisory Committee and the Student 
Government Association before May. 
Wescott said he also has to detennine 
whether or not the demand for a meal plan 
among faculty is high enough. 
Dean Thomas Bohn, of the Roy H. Park 
School of Communications, is one faculty 
member who opts for an alternative to eat-
ing in his office. Bohn said he eats in the 
Campus Center Dining Hall or at the Snack 
Bar almost every day he is on campus. 
"It's convenient, it's right next door and 
the food 1s good," he said. "I've never been 
a believer in eating at your desk. 1 think you 
need to get out of the office and lunch 1s a 
good lime to do that." 
Bohn said he likes eating lunch in the din-
ing hall because it gives him the opportuni-
ty to interact with people on campus he would 
not sec otherwise. 
"You interact with students, you interact 
with other people," he said. "You see peo-
ple and you have the chance to talk with folks 
you might not normally see in the course of 
a day." 
Assistant Professor Scott Hamula, tele-
v1s1on-rad10, said he was unaware profes-
sors could use ID Express as a debit card 
to pay for lunch. However, he rarely eats in 
the dining hall. 
"I get the impression that it would take 
a little bit more time in the dining halt," he 
said. 
Hamula usually eats lunch in his office to 
save time and sometimes pays to pick 
something up at the Snack Bar. 
Bohn said he uses cash to pay for lunch 
instead of ID Express and does not find it 
too inconvenient. He would most likely use 
a dining plan if it were offered to faculty 
anyway. 
"If there were a meal plan available [for 
faculty J where I could buy so many meals 
for a semester and get a good price for that, 
I think a lot of people might find that very 
convenient," he said. 
Hamula said he would consider signing 
up for a meal plan as well, but it might take 
some time to get used to eating with students 
in dining halls. 
"[Students] may look and say 'What's he 
doing here, I just saw him in class for three 
hours. Why do I need to see him at lunch?'" 
he said. 
Hillel's Annual 
Hanukkah Party 
j Tuesday;.pec. 12 
7:30 p.lD. 
Terrace Dining Balcony 
Music, Food, Dreidels, 
Friends and Fun! 
SARAH SOiULTE/THE ITHACAN 
DEAN THOMAS BOHN of the Park Sc:hool of Communications eats a bagel In the 
Campus Center Snack Bar where he said he eats on a regul!,lr basis. 
The Office of FinancialAid'-~-
wants you to: 
''GET READY TO 
GET YOURS!'' 
2001-2002 financial aid application 
information/materials for undergraduate 
students currently receiving 
need-based financial aid will be mailed 
mid-December to your permanent 
address on file with the Registrar. 
Contact us if you do not receive 
your materials by Jan. 15, 2001. 
Don't miss out on your chance for aid! 
The Office of Financial Aid will be 
closed Dec. 23, 2000- Jan. 1, 2001. 
Have a wonderful semester break 
and a prosperous New Year! 
I 
I 
l . I, 
Campus Safety Log Incidents 
Nov. 21 
• Medical assist 
Location: Job Hall 
Summary: Report of staff member with a 
laceration to the hand. First aid adminis-
tered and staff member transported for 
treatment by private vehicle. 
Patrol Officer Bruce Holmstock. 
•MVA 
Location: J-lot 
Summary: Report of a two-car MVA with 
property damage. 
Sgt. Keith Lee. 
Nov.27 
• Fire alarm 
Location: Terrace 4 
Summary: Fire alarm due to activated 
smoke detector outside second floor 
kitchen. Cause determined to be burned 
food. Life Safety Inspector Doug Gordner. 
Nov.28 
• Information 
Location: S-lot 
Summary: Complainant .reported that a per-
son was jumping up and down on the roof 
of a vehicle. Person was identified as a stu-
dent and the owner of the vehicle. 
Sgt. Keith Lee. 
• Larceny 
Location: Emerson Hall 
Summary: Caller reported theft of camera 
and clothing items. 
Sgt. Tom Dunn. 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: Garden Apartment 26 
Summary: Caller reported a possible fire. 
Upon officer's arrival, it was determined to 
be caused by people having a barbecue. 
One student to be judicially referred. 
• Larceny 
Location: Emerson Hall 
Summary: Caller reported theft of cash from . 
residence hall room. 
Patrol Officer Terry O'Pray. 
• Medical assist 
Location: Hood Hall 
Summary: Report of a possible drug over-
dose. Officers located victim. Ambulance 
and Ithaca Rescue responded. Ambulance 
transported victim directly to CMC. 
Patrol Officer Terry O'Pray. 
• Follow-up 
Location: Emerson Hall 
Summary: Camera previously reported as 
stolen was returned to owner. 
Nov.29 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: Bogart Hall 
Summary: Caller reported someone set off 
a fire extinguisher in the hall. Area checked. 
Patrol Officer Kevin Cowen. 
• Follow-up 
Location: All other 
Summary: A non-student was arrested for 
aggravated harassment after sending 
harassing e-mail messages in September 
and October to a student on campus. New 
York State Police in Queensbury, N.Y., 
assisted Campus Safety in the arrest. 
• Information { 
Location: Towers Dining Hall 
Summary: Person reported cash taken from 
wallet sometime after 5:30 p.m. Nov. 28. 
SE-NIOR M~RKETING PROFESSIONAL , 
Senior officer to direct the corporation's comprehensive market-
.ing i;,rograms. Responsibilities will include market research, 
identify new business opportunities, create a strong brand 
message as well as create annual marketing busines_s plans and 
budgets. This person 'wiU report to the presid~nt and be a k<tY · 
member ofthe'Strategic Planning Team. Five years of marketing-
related experience (not required to be in b'anking field), excellent 
, . ·; communjcati~n and coachi~g skills are r~quired. · 1 
, 
Applicants may complete an application a~ a1,1y branch office or submit 
·resume to cpazzaglia@firstcitizensbank.com or mail to: 
: , . ' First Citizens Nat,ional Bank I 
"' ., .. ~--~ 
· Human Resource ,Dept. 
· 15 South Mairi,Street 
Mansfield, PA 16933. 
E q u a l Opportun t y Employer 
QetYOU~ masters in one year 
· through the 
School of Business 
one· ye~ M.B ... A program 
SMALL and evening {lasses, 
~erit - based $cholar$hip$ 
Learn more about the program. 
Tuesday, Dec. 9 
10 - 11 a.m. Smiddy 114 
Patrol Officer Erik Merlin. 
• Harassment 
Location: West Tower 
Summary: Caller reported student being 
harassed by another student. 
Sgt. Steve Yaple. 
• Larceny 
Location: Garden Apartments 
Summary: Caller reported theft of CDs from 
apartment. Patrol Officer Erik Merlin. 
• Parking problem 
Location: Visitor lot 
Summary: Vehicle had a fraudulent visitor 
permit. Vehicle towed from campus. One 
student to be judicially referred for dishon-
esty. Patrol Officer Erik Merlin. 
• Larceny 
Location: Gannett Center 
Summary: Caller reported theft of four com-
puter headsets. Patrol Officer Erik Merlin. 
• Disorderly conduct 
Location: Terrace 7 
Summary: Caller requested an officer 
respond to a resident's room to assist in 
retrieving personal items that the resident 
did not want to release. Items retrieved and 
turned over to owner. No further action 
taken. 
• Disorderly conduct 
Location: West Tower 
Summary: Report of a snowball thrown at a 
residence hall door. Sgt. Ronald Hart. 
Nov.30 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: Upper Quad 
Summary: Caller reported a large group of 
THE ITHACAN 9 
Nov. 21 to 
Nov. 30, 2000 
people throwing snowballs at the building, 
resulting in a broken balcony window. 
Area checked. 
Patrol Officer Kevin Cowen 
0 Unlawful post - advertisement 
Location: Campus Center 
Summary: Caller reported finding an 
obscene poster hanging on a stairwell door. 
Patrol Officer John Federation. 
• Computer tampering 
Location: All other 
Summary: Caller reported that someone 
had attempted to gain access to caller's e-
mail account. 
Patrol Officer Dirk Hightchew. 
• Assist other agency 
Location: Terrace 11 
Summary: Caller requested a student's 
room be checked for a 17-year-old reported 
missing in New Jersey. Person turned over 
to juvenile authorities for return to New 
Jersey. Patrol Officer Dirk Hightchew. 
Key 
ABC -Alcohol Beverage Control law 
CMC - Cayuga Medical Center 
DWI - Driving While Intoxicated 
ICCS - Ithaca College Campus Safety 
!FD- Ithaca Fire Department 
IPD - Ithaca Police Department 
MVA- motor vehicle accident 
RA - resident assistant 
TCSD - Tompkins County Sheriff's 
Department 
V& T - vehicle and traffic violation 
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A foreseeable takeover 
Originally this editorial was to be a criticism of 
the college's recent announcement that it 
intended to battle a perceived culture of "high-risk" 
drinking here by holding yet another series of 
forums and meetings directed by yet another task 
force. These forums are just flashy public relations 
stunts that do not offer concrete solutions to real-
life everyday problems. 
As events of this week proved beyond a 
shadow of a doubt, the college and specifically 
President Peggy R. Williams are not interested in 
concrete solutions or real-life problems. In fact, it 
took nothing less then the occupation of a college 
office to get Williams to even listen to the 
problems that a committed group of students had 
been trying to bring to her attention for months. 
Now some might be critical of the Young 
Democratic Socialists and their actions. The 
protestors were admittedly zealous, but ~h college 
has consistently turned a deaf ear to their 
concerns, concerns it had been given multiple 
opportunities to address in a more civil arena. 
In its April 20, 2000, issue, The Ithacan editorial 
board informed the college community of the 
many questions that should have been raised 
about Sodexho Marriott during the bidding 
process. Questions that oddly never arose. The 
paper pointed out that the relationship between 
Sodexho and the private-prison industry was 
under fire at the University of Albany, that the 
company's labor practices were being questioned 
by the National Labor Relations Board and that 
reports of food poisoning were following it across 
the country. 
The college did nothing. 
Earlier this fall YDS and the Nine began a non-
violent campaign to again bring these issues to 
the attention of Williams and her administration. 
They tried teach-ins, they tried leafleting, they 
tried chalking, and they tried information tables. 
Yet, when Williams finally deigned to meet with 
YDS representatives, she sent out an odd e-mail 
that resulted in her holding an awkward meeting 
where she refused to speal< w\th anyone but ttie 
people she had invited until the meeting was 
almost over. 
And still the college did nothing. 
No one should be surprised that YDS finally 
took the actions it did. Williams backed them into 
a comer by ignoring their legitimate concerns in 
her usual manner. It is as if a problem that does 
not arise from her office or from one of her task 
forces does not exist. 
YDS did what it was forced to do. A group of 
students finally got Williams' attention on their 
own terms by hitting the administration where it 
lives. That was quite an accomplishment. 
A retraction 
After the publication of the Nov. 30 issue of 
The Ithacan, the editors learned that the review 
of the Wu-Tang Clan's new album by Staff 
Writer D. J. Reiter was in fact the work of writer 
Amy Linden, originally posted on MTV.com. 
This incident occurred without the knowledge 
or consent of the editorial staff and Reiter has 
been terminated for his actions. The Ithacan 
deeply regrets the error and retracts the article 
in full. The editors apologize to Linden, 
MTV.com and our entire readership. The 
Ithacan will continue to strive for the high level 
of journalistic integrity that our readers have 
come to expect, and deserve. 
ITHACAN INFORMATION 
Lelle rs to the editor are due by 5 p.m. the Monday before 
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year of graduation. Letters must be fewer than 250 words and 
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Letters 
Crew unacknowledged 
I've noticed The Ithacan has done a 
respectable job thoroughly reporting 
sporting events on South Hill. However, 
I've also noticed that the crew team has 
often received little, if any, mention. 
It is commonly understood that the 
reason Ithaca Crew is not covered in the fall 
semester is because these athletes are not in 
season. Contrary to popular belief, rowers 
train unbelievably hard in the "off season" 
and they race in some of the biggest and 
most prestigious regattas the sport offers in 
the fall. 
For 1,!Xample, Oct. 21 the varsity men's 
eight raced ,71 other crews in front of over 
300,0(}0 peop\~,a,t !Pf! 1_¥g~~ rowing eve!}t 
in the world, the Head of The Charles in 
Boston, Mass. 
Only the top seven received medals and 
Ithaca accomplished something that has 
only been done once before in Ithaca 
College history. They placed fourth in the 
men's club eight event. Out of the three 
crews that bested Ithaca, two were crews 
from Germany and Ireland. · 
I think it's disappointing not to be 
recognized for such an achievement. 
There is no "off season" for a winning 
crew. I think that not covering a sport 
because they are considered a club sport or 
are technically not in season is a poor 
excuse. Outstanding athletic achievements 
by teams or individuals representing Ithaca 
College should be applauded by The 
Ithacan. 
KRIS WALKER '01 
Advertising removed 
Week after week, our campus hears the 
editors of The Ithacan sound off in favor of 
every kind of speech, despite its content or 
purpose. In fact, the Nov. 16 edition said, 
"Just as important to the protection of 
speech is the protection of radical views." l 
couldn't agree with this more. 
This is why I am so discouraged at the 
current flow of events here on campus. The 
Young Democratic· Socialists have been 
putting up fliers and posters advertising the 
anti-Sodexho rally for over a week. But 
have many people seen these posters? Not as 
many as possible, because they have been 
taken down. 
This }!i a practi'7e that YD~ h~.~~n.i!l.-:; ., 
the past. but never to this extent. JNe ha.vv:. ,n·, 
had to make four times as many fliers for 
this event because most of our advertising 
has been removed. This is a systematic drill. 
We put up our posters and then, one or two 
days later, they mysteriously disappear. 
Since we have returned from break, I 
have seen hundreds of "Gods of Porcelain" 
posters. The event was last week, yet the 
posters remain, while our event is, at the 
time of this letter, still in the future. Are our 
views not worthy of equal time on the 
bulletin boards of this school? 
I will let you decide. But we are wasting 
time and the school's money on posters that 
are being taken down without our consent. 
This cannot happen here or anywhere else, 
ever. 
MARK FRANK '02 
Treasurer. YDS 
11 Let your 
e 
be heard! 
Sound off in The lthacan's 
opinion pages! 
The Ithacan reaches over 5,500 students a week. 
If you've got something to say to the campus, here's your chance. 
Drop your letters off in Park Hall 269 or e-mail them to ithacan@ithaca.edu. 
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~t\~tt\~t Label of 'opinionated' 
~n's causes a fear to think 
The recent controversy over the 
Presidential election, has led me to have 
some heated debates with friends and 
strangers alike. Often, the people I talk to 
have vastly different views on the matter 
from my own. A good friend of mine, with 
whom many of my best conversations occur, 
happens to entirely disagree with me. He 
supports the 'other guy,' and our debates can 
JOHN 
BROOKS 
Guest Writer 
get pretty heated. 
However, we remain 
good friends, and I know 
I've learned some things 
by talking to him and am 
confident he would say 
the same of me. 
Whether it is politics, 
religion, movies, or some 
pressing matter of 
societal importance. I 
like to find people to 
argue with. 
Unfortunately, more and 
more, I often get hit with a word that is, for 
some reason, meant to be taken negatively: 
opinionated. 
I am an opinionated person and I am 
frustrated by living in a society in which such 
a quality is almost invariably viewed as 
~l~· 
',. 
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CHUCK KENNEDY AND JEFF WASHINGTON/KNIGHT-RIDDER NEWSPAPERS 
DEBATES AND DISCUSSIONS about Issues such as the recent Presidential election led to 
increased understanding and progress. Students should voice their opinions. 
'bad.' The word 'opinionated' causes people 
to think that disagreeing or having an opinion 
on something, anything, is somehow 
immoral, or perhaps 'politically incorrect.' 
It seems, then, that the fear of having an 
opinion creates a fear to think about 
anything, and thus, more and more, we create 
an anti-intellectual envirohment, making it 
far easier for us to be controlled by those in 
charge. We become seriously, direly passive. 
answer is no. Next, can we clearly deduce 
that the person making the statement is not, 
in fact, infallible? In other words, is it clearly 
the opinion of the person with whom you are 
speaking? 
I wish that others had as much passion 
about their beliefs as I do. So I ask you all, 
from now on, do not be afraid of what you 
believe. Form an opinion, fight for it, argue 
it, share it and express it. If both parties, 
whoever they may be, realize that it is just an 
opinion, then maybe we could start learning 
from each other again, and we could become 
a more progressive society. We should stop 
taking offense just because someone 
disagrees with us. 
Second, we need to realize there is a 
difference between an opinion and a personal 
attack. If I felt that whenever someone 
disagreed with me they were attacking me 
personally, I would no longer have any friends. 
I often come off strong in my views, and this 
scares some people. However, I have an open 
First of all, we need to realize that when 
someone makes a statement such as, for 
example, "That movie sucked" or '"Rent' is 
the single greatest atrocity ever to see the 
stage," it is just an opinion. Work it out 
logically in your head. Step one: Ask 
youtself,-"l's this person God?' Likely; 'the"" 
. ear to other's opinions, and am perfectly 
willing to consider what they have to say. 
John Brooks is a junior philosophy and 
religion major. 
Debates and commentaries wlll appear In this spot each week. To contribute, please call Opinion Editor Julie Cochran at 274-3208. 
Ithacan . Tnqu1rer: 
, , I think that they're standing 
up for their rights, and that's what 
they believe in. If I had a passion 
about something like that, then I 
would do it.,, 
-KATIE BAUMANN '01 
, , I think that if people have 
problems with Sodexho that 
they should have the right to be 
able to protest.,, 
-JOHN PALELLA '02 
, , I don't think it's right that 
money from Sodexho is going 
to private prisons, but I really 
don't see it being possible for 
us to get rid of Sodexho within 
the school year. I really admire 
the students that are adamant 
about it.'' 
-MELISSA APONTE '03 
What do you think about ") 
the Sodexho protest? ( 
, , I think it's cool people care 
about it enough to sit-in for two 
days.,, 
-DARRYL GUDMUNDSON '03 
, , I feel like I can't get an unbi-
ased opinion because the col-
lege is for Sodexho and all 
these protesters are anti-
Sodexho - where's the straight 
information? , , 
-KENDRA SCALETTA '03 
,, I agree with [the protesters] 
to a certain point, but to another 
point - it's ridiculous in a way.,, 
-BRIAN TERWILLIGER '03 
• 
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KEVIN 
FLINN 
/rhacan 
Column1.1r 
Political apathy 
brings us down 
I was watching the new~ last 
night when a t.pecial report 
t,crolled across the bottom of the 
t,creen that read, "Election resultt. 
final ... Bush wms ... nobody 
cares anymore." There were no 
fireworks, no parade~. and no girls 
m red, wh11e and blue bikm1~ and 
JO-gallon hats domg cartwheeb 
down Pennsylvania Avenue. 
Why? Becaut,e Amenca ha~ 
already forgotten about the 
presidential election. I realize that 
ant1cipat1on it. high as the new 
"Survivor" is only a few months 
away, but we have to start 
worrying about what really 
matters, like ELECTING THE 
RULER OF THE FREE WORLD. 
It's calamitous that it's been a 
month since half of us voted for 
George W. Bush in good 
conscience and we still have nary a 
clue as to the identity of our 43rd 
president. It's even more 
unfortunate that we'd rather watch 
a man with a chainsaw cut David 
Blaine out of a block of ice in 
Times Square than find out if 
somebody named Chad got 
knocked up in a Palm Beach 
retirement community. 
Back in August, this election 
was the most popular event since 
Burning Man, and the American 
people couldn't get enough. What 
happened? We realized that the 
two men vying for control of the 
Most Powerful Nation in the world 
were complete nincompoops. Still, 
we watched with baited breath as 
Vice President Dumb and Gov. 
Dumber one-downed each other to 
the level where my TV turned 
itself off in disgust. 
Then November rolled around, 
and the excitement was thicker 
than a Texas governor. We could 
finally vote in an election that 
actually meant something ... if 
you lived in Florida. 
It's pitiful that this over-
ballyhooed circus of incompetence 
is going to be resolved by the 
courts. Whenever anyone spills hot 
coffee in their lap at the drive-thru 
or chugs a gallon of Drano because 
there's no label that says they 
shouldn't, we immediately turn to 
our legal system, which makes 
morons into millionaires (or 
Presidents). 
I understand the difficulty in 
getting excited about legal 
proceedings, but how many of you 
skipped 6th period English to 
watch Lance Ito declare O.J. 
Simpson not guilty of murder? 
Plus, I know we've got the free 
time - Phish 1s on hiatus and it's 
too cold for ultimate Frisbee. Do 
we really care more about Britney 
Spears and Justin Timberlake 
"domg the nasty" than about who's 
going to lead our country? 
I envy those of you who still 
pray that Vince McMahon. mall 
his unholy glory. will convince 
Congress that, to decide the 
presidency, Bush and Gore should 
be forced into gladiatorial combat 
with rabid tigers in a six-sided 
Rmg of Fire on pay-per-view. 
You'd catch me watching that 
one, cheering for the tigers. 
Kevin Flinn is a senior cinema 
and photography major. 
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Meal Deals! 
#1. Large cheese pizza, one dozen chicken or tofu wings & two Pepsis. ONLY 
$11.95! Tax included. 
E 
L 
P! 
The Office of Admission needs you to help 
recruit 2005 ... the class, that is. Stop by the 
Office of Admission (100 Job Hall) 
TODAY at 5:30 p.m., 
or call us at 274-3124. 
VOLUNTEER FOR 
PEER RECRUITING!!! 
#2. Medium che,ese pizza, one dozen chicken or tofu wings & two Pepsis. ONLY 
$9.95! Tax included. 
#3. Two medium cheese pizzas & four Pepsis. ONLY $11.95! Tax included. 
#4. Two large cheese pizzas & four Pepsis. ONLY $14.95! Tax included. 
#5. PARTY PACK- Giant cheese sheet pizza, two dozen chicken or tofu wings 
& two Pepsis. ONLY $19.95! Tax included. 
#6. GIANT PACK- Giant cheese sheet pizza, four dozen chicken or tofu wings 
& two Pepsis. ONLY $26.95! Tax included. 
#7. 100 Buffalo-style Chicken Wings. ONLY $26.95! Tax included. 
#8. G.P. 's DOUGHLICIOUS CALZONES! Three for ONLY $14.00! 
Tax included. 
#9. Large cheese pizza. ONLY ~.95! Tax incl. PICK UP ONLY! 
#10. Medium cheese pizza. ONLY $4.95! Tax incl. PICK UP ONLY! 
#11. L~rge pizza, two toppings, two Pepsis. ONLY $11.50! Tax included. 
#12. Medium pizza, two toppings, two Pepsis. ONLY $9.50! Tax included. 
#13. Large pizza, unlimited toppings, two Pepsis. ONLY $14.95! Tax included. 
#14. Medium pizza, unlimited toppings, two Pepsis. ONLY $12.95! 
Tax included. 
#15. Four for 44- four large pizzas, four dozen wings and four Pepsis. ONLY 
$44.44! 'fax included. 
N(} coupons necessary. No limit when ordering. 
Try Our Tofu Wings! 
272-1950 
I 1//1.RI:\ 404 W. State St. 
Wings Calzones Subs ... sta 
Sunday to Wednesday, 11 a.m·. until 3 a.m. 
Thursday to Saturday, 11 a.m. until 4 a.m. · 
The Bureau of Concerts Would Like to Thank 
the Following People and Organizations for 
All Student Volunteers 
Margie Malepe 
and 
Conference and Event Services 
Steve Yaple 
Life Safety 
Campus Safety and SASP 
Jack Pyhtila and the Hill Center Staff 
Ron Clark 
BOC Executive Board 
We Would Especially like to 
Thank the Students 
their Contributions in Helping 
us with Preoarations for 
BK63648 
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Fuel 
Student Government Association 
Gary Van Zinderen 
Roger Eslinger 
Mark Warfle 
Drew Pompilio 
Jerry Lindley 
The Entire Physical Plant Staff 
Ray Dibase 
CindyTuro 
Christine Duignan 
WICB and WVIC 
~ and Community 
of Ithaca College 
for their Support! Special guest: Nine Days /4~~ 
Attention All IC Students! 
If you want to know how the Bureau of Concerts works and want to have 
your suggestions heard, come to an open meeting on 
Sunday, December 10, 2000, 8 p.m. in Textor 102 
................ " ' ...... 
Qu~e of the week 
',L,ia) am servants to the theater 
-at'swhalwewanlto•; 
-8enior Chandra Curtis 
7 TheCCent 
Thursday 
December 7, 2000 
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SOPHOMORE ABBY IRWIN from Premfum Blend sings her solo "Regretting What I Said" Friday on the stage of the Recital Hall at the James J. Whalen Center for Music. 
Vocal attraction: a cappella 
KRISTIN SAMPIEAEITHE ITHACAN 
ABOVE: ITHACAPPELLA PERFORMS Saturday night in Ford Hall. 
Their music ranged from old favorites to recent pop songs. 
BELOW: SOPHOMORE SEAN FOX performs "Lullabye" by Billy Joel 
during the Hhacappella concert Saturday night. 
KRISTIN SAMPIERE/THE ITHACAN 
Crowds fill 
music halls 
for concerts 
BY CAROLINE RODRIGUEZ 
Staff Writer 
Nearly 1,000 students rocked with the nationally recognized band Fuel last 
Sunday night. However, that con-
cert was not the only musical 
highlight of the weekend. Students 
squeezed into the James J. Whalen 
Center for Music to see the on-cam-
pus a cappella groups, Premium 
Blend and Ithacappella Friday and 
Saturday nights. 
The female vocal group, Premi-
um Blend, filled the New Recital 
Hall to capacity, with 250 audience 
members Ithacappella, Premium 
Blend's male counterpart, drew 
close to 500 fans in Ford Auditori-
um. These high numbers are noth-
ing new to the groups whose pop-
ularity has been growing and audi-
ences expanding. 
In the past, both these groups 
used the Muller Chapel for their per-
formances. However, due to capac-
ity limits they have since moved 
their concerts to the music building. 
Why does a cappella music cre-
ate such an enthusiastic response on 
the Ithaca College campus? Junior 
Tyrone Tidwell, a music major, said 
he thinks the purity of the unac-
companied voice is a unique sound 
that attracts an audience. 
"You don't have the complication 
of instruments and so you're left 
with the voice, a sound you can 
physically and musically relate to," 
Tidwell said. 
He said he enjoys the actual per-
formance because the group pro-
jects such an inviting atmosphere 
that it feels like a dual concert, 
where the audience gets an oppor-
tunity to perform. 
Sophomore Gwen Mathis, a 
music major and a regular audience 
member, said she noticed the 
groups are attracting more and 
more people. 
"It was packed at the Recital 
Hall," Mathis said, referring to the 
Premium Blend show last Fri-
day,"[and] last years' Ithacappella 
concert was standing room only in 
the Recital Hall." 
mascot, a Big Mac. 
Not all the students on the Itha-
ca College campus like the groups. 
Some students that are criticizing 
them object to the many sketches and 
the repetitive nature of their sets ~t 
contain popular music, said senior Jen 
Cooperdock, a chemistry major. 
Whether they have been going 
for years, or if The groups 
differ from other , , 
music ensembles 
because they do 
not consist pri-
marily of music 
students, and the 
audience is not 
exclusively from 
the School of 
Music, said se-
nior Jennifer 
Bartlett, a English 
education major 
and fan of the a 
cappella groups. 
She said she 
You don't have the last weekend was their first 
complication of instru- time at an a cap-
pella concert, 
ments and so you're 
left with the voice, a 
sound you can physi-
cally and musically 
relate to.'' 
the students are 
enthusiastic 
about the per-
formance said 
senior Karianne 
Fattig, who was 
introduced to 
the groups last 
weekend. 
-TYRONE TIDWELL However, 
Junior music major so p ho m o re 
thought the popularity of both 
groups was due to both the variety 
in music and the advertisements ere-
ating campus wide awareness. 
Junior Michael Vaughn, a mu-
sic student and president of Itha-
cappella, said the groups put up 
flyers on the campus bulletm 
boards to let the students know 
when and where the perfor-
mances are. The groups are also in-
terested in increasing the diversi-
ty of the sets by including spiritu-
als such as 'Amazing Grace' and 
other choral music works so they 
are not only singing the familiar 
pop songs. 
Popular music is another element 
that attracts the large numbers, said 
sophomore Jessica Holl, Premium 
Blend president and a voice major. 
The variety of music the group per-
forms lends itself to a wider audi-
ence. The informal and untraditional 
performance style attracts a sizable 
audience, said Vaughn. 
"We do sketches, use comedic el-
ements, and grab volunteers from the 
audience during the perfor-
mances," Vaughn said. 
At last weekend's Ithacappella 
concert sophomore Jeff Hoffman ran 
across the stage as the new group 
Kristin Haegele, 
who has attended every Ithacappel-
la concert since she came here. said 
she thinks the audience is not as en-
ergetic as last year. 
"Last year when you would go 
to a concert, it was deafenmg," she 
said. "This year people don't seem 
as into it." 
Fattig said she was convinced a 
selling point of the show was its va-
riety, such as the comedic element~ 
and the sketches. 
"It is a lot more interestmg to 
have that kind of diversity rather 
than watching 16 guys standing 
there with their hands behind 
their backs," Fattig said. 
Along with the crowd enthusi-
asm for their jocular nature, the a 
cappella performers int.ngue fans 
with their vocal impersonation of 
instruments. The groups use their 
v01ces as percussion and other el-
ements found m a band, said 
Vaughn. This creates a unique full 
sound not available m other per-
forming ensembles, he said 
For those males who wish to 
join such an ensemble, auditions-
for all parts in Ithacappella will be 
Monday. A sign-up list 1s posted 
outside room 2204 in the Wh"alen 
Center. 
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Band has Fuel to keep rockin' 
Bassist Jeff Abercrombie discusses life 
after the group's first hit - 'Shimmer' 
BY JEFF MILLER 
Se11ior Writer 
In /998, Fuel Im the big time with its sin-
gle, "Shimmer," which sat atop Billboard's 
modem rock charts for weeks. The ba11d's 
most recent album, "Something Like Hu-
man," has spawned the Jut song "Hemor-
rhage (In His Hands). "Senior writer Jeff 
Miller met backstage with Bassist Jeff 
Abercrombie before the band's recent Jtlza-
ca College show and talked about being a 
rock star and life on the road. 
How's touring been for you guys? 
It's going great! We've been out since 
August, [and] had the number one song for 
the past six weeks at modern rock, so it's 
going well. 
Have you found the response to be posi-
tive to the new material you're playing? 
At first, I think people - when they were 
first starting to buy our record - obvious-
ly, they were kind of more just watching. 
They didn't know the words to the songs. In 
the past month or so, ~t's really turned around. 
Now, we're getting some shows where kids 
are singing every word to all the songs, so 
that's a good sign. I'll take that. 
What do you think about the current state 
of music and rock? 
I think it could be a lot better, and I think 
11 is getting better. For a while there it was 
pretty sad. After Nirvana hit in the early 
'90s, bands just started getting signed left 
and right, and suddenly you have this big 
influx of all these one-hit-wonder bands that 
come mto play, and the record companies 
see a dollar and they jump on it, basically. 
You don't ever hear anything from these 
bands again. l don't know ifit's \ack of ta\-
JON KO/THE ITHACAN 
THE LONG ISLAND based band, Nine 
Days, was the opening act for Fuel. 
ent, [or] lack of [promotional] push. You see 
a lot of bands getting dropped [from labels.] 
It's tough when there's that many bands be-
ing signed at once - it makes it tough to 
survive. It's like you're the next band in line 
- you're getting shoved through the 
manufacturing plant. , 
I think it's getting better now. I think 
you're starting to see bands now - more· 
credible bands ... that have spent their time 
honing their craft are starting to appear ... The 
ones who were signed early on are still sur-
viving, and the other ones arc starting to fall 
off by the wayside. The return of rock is def-
initely happening, you know. 
Have you ever been worried about being 
seen as one of those bands who has one hit 
and then kind of sits around? When 
Shimmer was getting huge, did it seem like 
you might end up in that category? 
Yeah. You worry about that aspect of 
things. The whole thing about it is, every band 
has its whole life to do its first record. [For 
the second record] you only have a year or 
two. We felt pretty confident that we would 
do OK, because we've been working at writ-
ing songs for a while, and we just have a thing 
for being able to pump out so·ngs. 
What is your take on the Britney 
Spears/pop phenomenon? 
It's just a phase. It's the same phase as 
New Kids On the Block, the same phase as 
Menudo. It's the whole pop, one hit kind of 
thing that comes and goes every so many 
years. That's my take on it. It's mostly about 
image - it's such a manufactured kind of 
thing - it's going to come and go. 
What's your least favorite question 
you've ever been asked by the press? 
"Do you get lots of girls?"" What's your 
favonte color?" Sometimes you get people 
who don't research. 
What's a question you've never been 
asked and wished someone would ask? 
A lot of questions people never ask are 
about what happens in the studio, how the 
process works, or what we were trying to 
go for with this record as opposed to the oth-
er one. Would you like me to answer that 
question? 
Yes. Please. 
The difference between the first record 
and the second record is that [ with the first 
album] it was our first time in the studio, 
we didn't have a clue [what to do with it]. 
You're in there, you hire a producer to come 
in and produce your record and make it 
sound great, and you kind of have to entrust 
what he says. 
Because you've never been in the stu-
dio and he has, you kind of have to give 
your trust completely to him. 
What you learn is that maybe you 
should have followed your basic instincts 
first and kind of gone with what your heart 
JON KO/11-IEiTHACAN · 
TOP: FUEL'S LEAD SINGER, Brett Scalllons, showecf off his new rocker fashion sense 
during his performance during last Sunday's concert at Ithaca College. 
BOTTOM: Scallions entertained his audience with hits like "Hemorrhage" and 
"Shimmer" from the band's two albums, "Something Like Human" and "Sunburn." 
says because sometimes your record may 
not have turned out the way you hoped it 
would turn out. 
I think you'll find that we learned a lot 
from being in the studio the first time and 
going in the second time we had a really, 
really good idea with where we wanted to 
go tonally. 
I think that if you [listen to] the two 
records you'll hear the difference instant-
ly. We wanted to make this record a lot 
more colorful, with guitar textures. 
It's got it's pop aspects, and it's got it's 
real heavy rock aspects as well. 
We're definitely pleased with it. 
For the entire interview with Bassist Jeff 
Abercrombie, visit www.itlzaca.edu/itlzacan . . 
JON KO/THE ITHACAN 
FAR LEFT: FUEL MEMBERS, 
guitarist Carl Bell, singer 
Brett Scallions and bass 
player Jeff Abercrombie, per-
formed in Ithaca College's 
Hill Center Gymnasium Dec. 
3 at7:30 pm. 
LEFT: SINGER/SONGWRITER/ 
GUITARIST, John Hampson 
sang hit songs from major-label 
debut, ''The Madding Crowd." 
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 7, 2000 
morrow with members of the Ithaca Con-
cert Band. Cornell University's Robert 
White of will give a demonstration of ice 
sculpting in front of the Main Pavilion on 
Saturday, at 11 :30 a.m .. Several other spe-
cial events and contests will be part of the 
festivities. For more information, call 
Christina Morrison at 277-8679. 
Ensembles sing holiday carols Orgullq Latino takes the stage 
Ithaca College's Latin dance troop, 
Orgullo Latino, and International Student 
Services will co-sponsor an end of the year 
party tomorrow starting at IO p.m. in the 
Campus Center Dining Hall. The event will 
feature some member of the club perform-
ing a number of different Latin dances such 
as cha-cha, sevillana, bachata, merengue and 
salsa. There will also be a DJ playing mu-
sic from around the world. A $3 cover charge 
includes Latin dance lessons, food and 
drinks. The party is open to the public. 
Three Ithaca College vocal ensembles will 
give a winier concert Sunday at 3 p.m. in Ford 
Hall in the James J. Whalen Center for Mu-
sic. The Madrigal Singers, directed by Mu-
sic Professor Lawrence Doebler, will perform 
traditional carols among other pieces. Doe-
bler will also direct the Choir, who will be 
singing two psalms and a piece by Aaron 
Copland. The Chorus and the Women's 
Chorale, both directed by Music Professor 
Janet Galvan, will also perform at the free 
concert. 
Art critic to give death lecture 
Art critic and theorist Carol Duncan will 
speak about how art museums are being used 
for donor memorials in a lecture titled 
"Death in the Museum." Duncan is known 
for her strong feminism in "new art history" 
and her sociopolitical approach to art histo-
ry. The lecture, part of the Critical Forum se-
ries at the Handwerker Gallery, will be in the 
gallery today at 5 p.m. It is free and open to 
the public. 
The Commons to go on a holiday 
Strolling· carolers, ice sculptors, 
IHS to take on Shakespear(¾ 
The students of the Ithaca High School 
Drama Club will be performing Shake-
speare's "A Midsummer Night's Dream." 
The classic tale talks about the many fantasies 
and thoughts a man thinks of while he is 
asleep in the woods. The production will be 
held in the Kulp Auditorium on 1401 N. 
Cayuga St. on Dec. 8, 9 and 10 at 8 p.m. 
Tickets are $5 in advance or $6 at the door. 
For more information contact the school's 
main office at 274-2143. 
Amani to sing in Emerson Suites 
THE ITHACAN 1 5 
Nepalese food, and Santa Claus are a few 
of the things downtown shoppers will find 
on The_ Commons today through Sunday. 
The Ithaca Downtown Partnership is spon-
soring the Holiday Stroll, today and Friday 
from 5 to 8 p.m., Saturday from 11 a.m. to 
6 p.m. and Sunday from noon to 5 p.m. Ten 
Thousand Villages, a shop on The Com-
mons, will host 'A Night in Nepal' tonight 
from 5 to 8 p.m. and will have Nepalese 
items for sale, as well as samples of food 
and music from that country. 
Ithaca Opera Association members will 
stroll through downtown tonight and to-
Emerson Suites will be filled with the 
voices of the Amani Gospel Singers on Sat-
urday. Their annual fall show will be titled 
"Enter Into the Potter's House" and will fea-
ture two hours of religious holiday songs. 
Doors will open at 6:30 p.m. and the event 
will end at 10 p.m. There is a charge of $3. 
The chorus will be led by junior Edwin 
Vega, who has been the group's full time 
director for the past two years. He hopes that 
the event will not just be helpful to the lis-
teners. 
"We are hoping that the music will spir-
itually touch someone, not just m the au-
dience but in our group too," Vega said. 
MILES WORTHINGTON/THE ITHACAN 
THE STREETS OF the Ithaca Commons will be full of people this weekend for the 
"Holiday Stroll." During the event visitors can enjoy carolers, ice sculptures, food and 
Santa Claus. The stroll marks the beginning of the Ithaca holiday season. 
Bias-Related Incidents: Roundtable Discussions 
TONIGHT 
7 to 9p.m. 
Emerson Suites 
Please join us: 
to work towards appropriate and effective institutional 
responses to on-campus bias related incidents 
to discuss issues of diversity 
® to gather recommendations for solutions to this 
campus-wide issue 
Sponsored by Department of Speech Communication, Diversity Awareness Committee, 
and the Office of the Vice President for Student Affairs and Campus Life. 
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Close-knit troupe strives to educate 
New theater group 
works with public 
to teach art form 
BY KELLI B. GRANT 
Staff Writer 
The practice room in Dillingham Theatre 
stands bare except for a chair or two, music 
stands and the cast of "The Many Faces of 
Nia," who are seated along the back wall. 
One glance at Ithaca College's newest the-
ater group, Nia, gives the impression they are 
unlike any present student troupe. Unlike 
most, Nia 's main focus is education. 
~-1··' 
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stage; they do not want to be stereotyped. 
Moise suggested the group's name, Nia 
because it means "purpose" in Swahili and 
ties into what they hope to accomplish. 
"Our mission is to serve, and to me, that 
is a great purpose," she said. 
Moise, author of "The Many Faces of 
Nia," takes over and leads the group in a rep-
etition exercise called "Lolita." She jumps 
up and says "Lo," drops to the floor and says 
"Ii," then leaps up and twirls around saying 
"ta." The group bounces and runs around the 
room, following her and echoing every word. 
After their exercises, the group gathers 
around to go over script changes and any 
questions or suggestions they might have. 
Nia members did not want a director to 
have absolute control over them, so instead, 
they opted to make Curtis their facilitator. 
Everyone in the group discusses how they 
want a certain scene to go, what their moti-
vation might be, etc., and Curtis compiles 
those suggestions and works with them. 
"We are servants to theatre and that's what 
we want to portray," said senior Chandra Cur-
tis, Nia facilitator. "We want to open up the 
venue to allow unconventional things to take 
place. Everything that we are aimed at do-
mg is to help the community." 
They love the theater and aim to teach the 
community to love it, too. Nia has been work-
ing on community education programs in-
cluding bringmg in artists to do workshops, 
and working with children's and high 
school theater groups to learn about theater 
as an art form. 
ADRIANAANDRADE/THE ITHACAN 
JUNIOR RONICA REDDICK, Jamal McDonald, seniors Justin Garlinghouse, Julianna 
Jaffe and Malinda Logan at Nia Troupe rehearsals on Tuesday in Dillingham Center. 
When Nia was first formed, its members 
intended to perform several shows at the 
Kitchen Theatre downtown by now. How-
ever, they postponed their performance 
schedule in favor of strengthening-the.inner 
ties of the group, Garlinghouse said. 
Curtis facilitates the first scene of the 
night, reminding cast members that their first 
show 1s Monday. "The Many Faces of Nia" 
revolves around the relationship of a Jewish 
man and his Afncan-American fiancee, 
Nia. Their relationship forces the man's fam-
ily to address racial, religious and sexual is-
sues. Three of the actresses along the wall 
get up and assume positions at the front of 
the room. 
"Be where you want to be," suggests Cur-
tis. "Be where you feel you need to be in this 
scene." · 
Senior Julianna Jaffe (Beth, the Jewish 
mother) moves her music stand closer to ju-
nior Rachel Fleit's (Rachel, Beth's daughter), 
as they prepare for Nia 's arrival. 
"[In this scene] I'd want to be close to my 
daughter," Jaffe said. 
Fleit smiles and moves her stand away. 
The implication 1s clear: Fleit's character does 
not want to be near her mother in this scene. 
For the next few minutes it is utter chaos as 
the three laugh and keep trying to position 
themselves. Jaffe tries to get closer, Fleit 
moves away. Finally, Curtis calls out, "I want 
to see that movement in the scene!" 
The IO close-knit IC students want to 
make you laugh, make you cry, but most of 
all, junior Lenelle N. Moise said, they want 
We 
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Please SoUTHHILL 
you to walk away from their performance 
thinking. That is why their first performance 
piece will be followed by a discussion of how 
the group put the production together. 
Each night they open their rehearsals 
with a series of zany exercises and lots of 
laughter, relaxing and focusing at the 
same time. 
Junior Jamal McDonald starts off the 
warm-ups with some stretching exercises. 
McDonald helped found Nia at the beginning 
of the semester to provide opportunities for 
minority actors, but Curtis said Nia should 
not be viewed as an ethnic group. _ 
Nia's managing director, senior Justin Gar-
linghouse said they are about expanding cre-
ativity and doing the unconventional on-
"We thought it was important to create a 
strong infrastructure so that when students 
leave ... the people coming in will have 
something to look at, something concrete they 
can enter into," he said. "We want this [group] 
to last for many years." 
Nia became affiliated with the Kitchen 
Theatre through connections made by sev-
eral of the group's female members who were 
involved in a production of"Colored Girls" 
at the Theater last year. 
The Kitchen expressed an interest in con-
tinuing the professional relationship with the 
group. 
''The Many Faces of Nia,'' will be staged 
at the Kitchen Theatre Dec. 16. .,, -
Take pictures? :~::.:: 
Know photoshop? . 
The Ithacan is looking for 
._an assistant photo editor. 
Contact Editor in Chief Michael W. Bloomrose 
or Managing Editor Kylie Yerka at 274-3208. 
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Julian Weber 
Exploratory 
'03 
Hometown: Tarrytown, 
N.Y. 
What Is your most 
unusual talent?. I can 
overextend my elbow. 
What Is the most 
exotic/Interesting place 
you have traveled to? 
Karasburg, Namibia. 
What would be the most 
Interesting thing In your 
drawers? A two-year-old 
bulk pack of gum. 
What Is the craziest 
thing you did this sum-
mer? 
Went walking around il'l 
Paris without a r:nap or any 
skills in French. 
H you were to start your 
own business, what kind 
would H be? Flower 
store. 
H you could be any char-
acter In a book, play or 
movie, who would you 
be? Winnie the Pooh. 
H walls could talk, what 
would your walls say? 
They would snore. 
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Poetry and physics collide in book 
BY SAMI KHAN 
Staff Writer 
Bridget Meeds works 40 feet be-
low Cornell University's track field 
in the Wilson Laboratory, the high-
tech home of the Cornell Electron 
Storage Ring. But unlike the physi-
cists who surround her, Meeds is not 
a scientist, she is a poet. 
Meeds, a 1991 Ithaca College 
English graduate, became poet in res-
idence at the Wilson lab in April. 
During her month-long resi-
dency at the lab, Meeds led a "Po-
etry for Physicists" workshop and 
·each day wrote a poem about her 
experiences in the physics lab. 
The poems were compiled and pub-
lished under the title "Tuning the 
Beam." Here is Meeds' description 
of the subterranean complex: 
"Today I clipped on my radiation 
badge,/ passed through the control 
room I full of flashing lights and 
conversation,/ and stood on the cat-
walk above the pit,/ a windowless, 
concrete cavern/ filled with apple-
red cranes and copper pipes ... " 
Meeds' poetry is typified by mo-
tion, whether it is ascending, de-
scending, passing or sliding. 
"I think of it as not only poetry, 
but documentary poetry, as if I had 
a vi~eo camera and I were shooting 
what people were doing," Meeds 
said. "It's very in-the-moment and 
[therefore] filled with action." 
The physics-poetry relation-
ship in Meeds' work is "very, very 
unusual," said Robin Schwartz of 
the Community Arts Partnership, 
the organization that provided 
Meeds with the grant that allowed 
her to complete her residency. 
Ithaca College Professor Ahren 
Sadoff, physics, said he believes the 
connection between art and science 
is only natural, and one of his poems 
is included in "Tuning the Beam." 
He teaches "Why the Sky is Blue 
and All That," which is also affec-
tionately known as ''Physics for Po-
ets." On the first day of the course, 
MICHAEL SCHRAMM/THE ITHACAN 
BRIDGET MEEDS STANDS In front of the supercolllder at Wilson Synchotron Labs at Cornell University. 
Meeds was Inspired by the machine to write poetry, which she Is publishing Ina book. 
he said he paraphrases a quote from 
a former head of the American 
Physics Society. 
"Pure science which 
physics certainly is - is an artis-
tic endeavor," Sadoff said. 
Schwartz said there· are other 
things, besides the rarity of the 
physics poems, that make Meeds' 
work unique. 
"Bridget has been writing poet-
ry for many, many, many years and 
she has done a lot of interesting 
things," Schwartz said. 
Such things include Meeds' 
journey to Northern Ireland and her 
year-long stay in Belfast. Meeds 
wrote a poem called "Light" about 
her time in militarized Ulster. 
Like "Tuning the Beam," 
"Light" was made up of daily en-
tries. Meeds said she prefers col-
lections of short poems. 
"It takes the weight of making 
enormous pronouncements off of 
me," Meeds said. 
After her time in the U.K., 
Meeds returned to Ithaca in 1994. 
She began working part-time as a 
secretary at the Wilson lab. 
"It's my health insurance job, 
and I'm a poet the rest of the time," 
Meeds said. 
When the CAP gf<lllt appeared, 
Meeds said Schwartz encouraged her 
to apply. She said it was only logi-
cal that she drew inspiration from her 
day job, working at the physics lab. 
During her time as poet in resi-
dence, Meeds said she began 
closely observing the physicists in 
their underground lair. 
"I would sit in my office writing, 
and they would walk by, and as I 
looked at them, they would walk 
faster," Meeds said. "Not many of 
us have to encounter a poet in our 
everyday work lives." 
Eventually, Meeds won over the 
shy scientists, and some of them 
contributed to "Tuning the 
Beam." 
Professor Sadoff's poem is a 
haiku about quarks, the smallest 
known sub-atomic particles: 
"Oh you mystic quarks / - u, 
d, c, s, t, b, all - / why can't we 
see you?" 
On Dec. 9, Meeds will read from 
her book of electron-inspired poems 
at Clinton House in downtown Itha-
ca. The event begins at 4 p.m. and 
is free and open to the public. 
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¥ovie 1mes 
The following is valid Friday 
through Thursday: Times 
are subject to change. 
Cinema polis 
The Commons 
272-6115 
Dancer in the Dark - 2: 1 0 
p.m. and 7:10 p.m. 
Billy Elliot-2:15 p.m., 
4:35 p.m., 7:15 p.m. and 
9:35 p.m. 
Nurse Betty - 4:40 p.m . 
and 9:40 p.m. 
Fall Creek Pictures 
1201 N. Tioga St. 
272-1256 
Almost Perfect - 2:15 
p.m., 4:35 p.m., 7:15 p.m. 
and 9:35 p.m. 
Best in Show- 2:30 p.m., 
4:35 p.m., 7:30 p.m. and 
9:35 p.m. 
The Contender - 2: 15 
p.m. and 7:15 p.m. 
Girlfight - 4:35 p.m. and 
9:35 p.m. 
Hoyts Hhaca 10 Cinemas 
Pyramid Mall 
257-2700 
Bounce - 11 :40 p.m., 2: 1 o 
p.m., 4:40 p.m., 7:20 p.m., 
9:55 p.m. and 12:05 a.m. 
Charlie's Angels - 11 :30 
p.m., 2 p.m., 4:20 p.m., 
6:50 p.m., 9:20 p.m. and 
11:30 p.m. 
Dungeons & Dragons -
11 :20 p.m., 1 :50 p.m., 4:25 
p.m., 7 p.m., 9:30 p.m. aAd 
11:40p.m. 
How the Grinch Stole 
Chrlstmas-11 p.m .• 
hoon, 1:30 p.m., 2:30 p.m., 
4 p.m., 5 p.m., 6:30 p.m., 
7:30 p.m., 9 p.m., 10 p.m., 
11:15 p.m. and 12:15 a.m. 
102 Dalmatlons-10:30 
p.m., 11:10 p.m., 1 p.m., 
1 :40 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 4:1 O 
p.m., 6:40 p.m., 9:10 p.m. 
and 11 :20 p.m. 
Proof of LHe - 12:50 
p.m., 1 :1 O p.m., 3:45 p.m., 
4:15 p.m., 6:45 p.m., 7:10 
p.m., 9:40 p.m., 10:05 p.m. 
and 12:15 a.m. 
Unbreakable- 11 :05 
p.m., 1 :45 p.m., 4:30 p.m., 
7:15 p.m., 7:40 p.m.,·9:45 
p.m.,10:20 p.m. and 12:10 
a.m. 
Hoyts Ithaca 4 Cinemas 
Triphammer Mall 
266-0717 
Meet the Parents - 1 :30 
p.m., 4:15 p.m., 7:15 p.m. 
and 9:40 p.m. 
Legend of Bagger Vance 
-9:10p.m. 
Men of Honor - 1 p.m., 
3:45 p.m., 6:30 p.m. and 
9:20 p.m. 
The 6th Day-1:15 p.m., 4 
p.m., 6:45 p.m. and 9:30 
p.m. 
Rugrats in Paris - 1 :45 
p.m., 4:30 p.m. and 7 p.m. 
SAB 
Textor101 
Nutty Professor 2: The 
Kl umps - Fri. and Sat. 7 
p.m., 9 p.m. and midnight. 
Sun. 3 p.m. and Mon. 8 
p.m. 
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COURTESY OF CASTLE ROCK ENTERTAINMENT 
MICHAEL MCKEAN AND JOHN MICHAEL HIGGINS star as Stefan and Scott, the gay couple/contestants In "Best In Show." The mocku-
mentary focuses on the lives and histories of dog show participants, much like the director's second movie, "Waiting for Guffman." 
Comedy wins blue ribbon 
BY KIM AYER 
Senior Writer 
Christopher Guest is famed for 
his hilarious mock-umentaries. 
He's best known for his work on 
l 984's "This is Spinal Tap:' a satire 
of rock 'n' roll, and 1996's"Wait-
ing for Guffman," which he 
wrote, directed and starred in, a 
parody of 
stage act-
ing. His 
latest film, 
··Best 111 Stim·/· 
"Best in Show," pokes fun with a 
behind-the-scenes look at the 
Mayflower pog Show in Philadel-
phia. 
"Best in Show" starts off much 
like "Waiting for Guffman" by in-
troducing each of the major show 
contenders in a straight-forward 
documentary style. We first meet 
Harlan Pepper (Christopher 
Guest), a redneck ventriloquist 
whose interests include fishing 
and taking his blood hound to lo-
cal dog shows. Next are Meg 
Swan (Parker Posey) and Hamilton 
Swan, a high-strung pair who reg-
ularly take their dog to a psychia-
trist and have an ~ion with cat-
alogue shopping. Gerry Fleck 
(Eugene Levy) and Cookie Fleck 
(Catherine O'Hara), the proud 
owners of a terrier, spend most of 
their free time composing songs for 
and about their dog. The main com-
petition for these three canines 
comes from a shih-tzu o~ by a 
pair of flamboyantly gay men, and 
Rhapsody in White, the blue rib-
bon-winning standard poodle. un-
der the care of a wealthy bimbo. 
Guest unfolds these characters 
through a series of ridiculous 
anecdotes that set the tone of the 
movie. These snippets from their 
lives almost seem like pieces of a 
home movie that any nonnal per-
son would have cut ouL 
The main reason these stories are 
so comedic, besides their outra-
geous content, is because of the way 
that they are told. Each actor 
speaks in a serious manner, as 
though none of the information giv-
en is out of the ordinary. This adds 
to the documentary feel, while also force the realization that these dog 
makigg it all the more hilarious. shows and the sometimes bizarre 
At the Mayflower Dog Show, people that frequent them actually 
the offstage antics of the dog own- exist, which makes the plot all the 
ers take center stage in the movie. more hysterical. The only drawback 
The Flecks are forced to stay in a to the film is its incredible similar-
utility closet because their credit ity to "Waiting for Guffman." The 
card fails, the gay couple redeco- sbuctwe of these two films, which 
rate their entire room with pastel both introduce quirky characters be-
wall hangings and the wealthy bun- fore watching them interact in a 
bo.~i~ she is a lesbian. ~uction, their styles oUMuaor,! 
The movie reaches the heighfoY-and the cast itself (with the excep-
absurdity during the actual judging tion of a few additional actors) are 
portion of the show. The more vo- identical. Many scenes seemed al-
cal of the two show commentators, most interchangeable. 
played by Fred Wdlard, delivers However, as the movie pro-
some of the funniest lines in the en- gresses and Guest lets the audience 
tire movie. He poses random qucs- in on more and more inside jokes, 
tions like, ''How much do you think laughter blots out any memory of 
I can bench press?" to his stuffy the "Best" predecessor. With its ex-
British counterpart, ~ghlighting cellent writing and dry. wit, "Best 
just how pointless and bizarre dog in Show" certainly shows the best 
shows can be. Almost all of the fea- that a comedy can ·be. 
tured ·dogs win their respective di-
visions and go on to the final round 
called Best in Show. 
Guest's deadpan style and at-
tention to detail are the main rea-
sons this comedy succeeds. They 
"Best in Show" was written and di-
rected by Christopher Guest and 
produced by Gordon Mark.,Thefilm 
stars Christopher Guest, Parker 
Posey and Fred Willard. 
Film allows actors to be dramatic and funny 
BY BROOKE MATHEWSON 
Staff Writer 
Fate, love and guilt are the ele-
ments that make up the movie 
"Bounce", 
written 
and di-
rected by 
. -
I I I 
• ir,( ( ( 
··Bounce·· 
L- - ~- - - ---
Don Roos. The film is a realistic and 
endearing love story. 
Delays in an airport give Bud-
dy (Ben Affleck) the opportunity to 
be kind by giving his ticket to Greg 
(Tony Goldwyn) who wants to get 
home to his family. However, the 
plane crashes, killing all aboard, and 
Buddy can't shake the fact that he 
was supposed to be on it. 
A year . later, he decides to 
looks up Greg's family and tries to 
make up for the loss he caused them 
by hiring Greg's wife Abby 
(Gwyneth Paltrow) as his compa-
ny's real estate agent His intentions 
get sidetracked when he begins to 
faJI in love with her, but he is hes-
itant to tell Abby who he really is, 
for fear of losing her. However, a 
secret of that size can't remain a se-
cret forever. 
Although the plot is simple, it 
holds the audience's attention by 
throwing in a few twists. 
Affleck's perfonnance shows 
his ability to successfully play any 
type of character. You get to watch 
his character grow from an insen-
sitive player to a man who really 
does have a heart. 
Paltrow delivers an exception-
al role as a convincing widow and 
mother. She could have easily car-
ried the film by herself. The chem-
istry between the two is believable 
and very likable. 
The movie has an amazing cast. 
The almost unrecognizable Jen-
nifer Grey appears as an airline at-
tendant that does Buddy some favors. 
Comic relief in the film can be at-
tributed to Buddy's secretary 
(Johnny Galecki). His character is-
n't afraid to talk back to his superi-
or and provides several one-liners. 
Roos took a chance and strayed 
from his usual sharp comedies 
such as "Opposite of Sex" and 
made a movie with equivalent in-
telligence. His writing provides 
clever lines and genuine dialogue. 
He successfully avoids cliches 
COURTESY OF MIRAMAX FILMS 
IN "BOUNCE", GWYNETH PALTROW falls In love with Ben Affleck only 
to find out he Is the reason why her husband died In a plane crash. 
and made every word count. 
The result is a sincere and ro-
mantic drama. This film will satis-
fy all your emotions, as well as your 
eyesight. 
"Bounce" was written and di-
rected by Don Roos and produced 
by Michael Besman. The film 
stars Ben Affleck, Gwyneth Pal-
trow and Tony Goldwyn . 
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Opener outshines main act 
. Live 
MUSIC 
BY IRA KAUFFMAN 
Contributing Writer 
On the first of December Jig-
gle the Handle rolled into town, 
or did they? They were set to play 
a gig at the legendary Haunt with 
Conehead Buddha to kick things 
off. 
I showed up at the bar just in 
time to see Conehead Buddha 
take the stage. I didn't really know 
what to expect from them, but was 
impressed with their ability to in-
corporate long healthy jams 
with ska music. Toward the end 
of their set, one of the band mem-
bers muttered something about 
playing a few more tunes because 
Jiggle was still waiting on their 
guitarist. I didn't really think 
much of it at the time because I 
was enjoying the set, but Gary 
Backstrom the guitarist for Jiggle 
still hadn't shown up. 
Conehead ended their set with 
a bang, and the packed Haunt anx-
iously waited for Jiggle to come 
out. At this point in time I don't 
think that anyone knew that Gary 
wasn't in the house. 
would do to compensate for their 
incomplete foursome. 
Jiggle started off with a long, 
intense jam that captured the 
dancing crowed. The energy in the 
room was great, and everyone was 
loving it. 
After about 30 minutes of 
jamming from Jiggle, three mem-
bers from Conehead Buddha 
came out to add some jazzy funk 
to the sound. 
Shannon Lynch on sax, Terry 
Lynch on the trumpet and Chris 
Fisher on percussion added to the 
normally hornless group. The 
Jamming those six created was 
amazing. To make it even better, 
Terry Lynch took over on vocals 
witfi' some freestyle rap while the 
funky jamming emanating from 
behind. The combination of mu-
sicians was terrific, and a com-
pletely unexpected surprise. 
Later in the show, Brian Kaplan 
came out to join Jiggle and add a 
little acoustic guitar to the show. 
The band played "High Noon," 
and even though Gary wasn't 
with them, Jiggle was on, and they 
sounded great. 
Nonetheless, after about 25 
minutes or so, only three Jiggle 
members took the stage. I though 
that something was odd, and then 
I remembered what Conehead 
had said 45 minutes earlier. I did-
n't believe it; the guitarist didn't 
show up. I was quite surprised, yet 
very interested in what Jiggle 
At this point I figured Gary was 
going to be a total no-show. Just 
as I was thinking that to myself, 
Gary Backstroom, in the flesh, 
walked on stage, guitar in hand. 
His first song was "Slippery Peo-
ple," and it w~s tmty a high point 
of the show. . 
The piercing guitar licks filled 
the Haunt with a sound that was 
missing all night. 
COURTESY OF WWW.CONEHEAD BUDDHA COM 
SHANNON LYNCH PLAYS tenor ·saxophone while her brother 
Terry Lynch plays trumpet in the band Conehead Buddha. 
The crowd was cheering and Jig-
gle was responding with true emo-
tion. Jiggle left the stage shortly, 
only to come back with their bad-
ly desired encore, "Alien to De 
Vida." The crowd once again 
erupted and Jiggle was loving it. 
After the show, I turned to my 
friend and all I could say was 
"wow." Jiggle came out lacking a 
complete band, and they were still 
able to put on an amazing show, 
with a little help from Conehead 
Buddha that is. 
COURTESY OF EMI RECORDS ' 
Fab Four come back 
BY SEAN HYSON 
Staff Writer 
The Beatles "l" is one of the best-
selling pop albums in the country. As 
the definitive · 
' - - -- --] 
chronicle of 
the success 
of history's 
1
( 
1
( '< 1 /2 
, ""The Beatles 1 ·· 
The Beatles 
- - - ~ - ---
greatest band, this should come as no 
surprise (despite the Fab Four's 
breakup thirty years ago). 
Packed to the brim with 27 bona fide 
number one hits from the UK and US 
charts, "l" has been digitally remas-
tered and ordered chronologically to 
show the evolution of The Beatles' 
sound. George Martin, the group's 
long-time producer and guiding light, 
penned the booklet's introduction. "It 
barely took eight years to cover this 
collection ... but it was a lifetime in the 
world of rock and roll." 
Martin reiterates the band's great-
ness, adding indisputably that it is "a 
wonderful collection, and wonderful 
for me to have been there." 
While" l" serves as a good start, its 
reservation to chart-toppers alone 
limits its ability to present the full depth 
of The Beatles work. It simply cannot 
cover enough of their accomplishments 
(not to mention those lesser-known, 
number two hits!). 
Nevertheless, "l" comes together 
with something for everyone, eight 
days a week. 
'Black & Blue' too sappy 
BY GREG STORMS 
Staff Writer 
There's a certain magic to hearing music and 
having it sound familiar, a sound that you swear 
was in your head already. 
Like Sir Paul Mc-
Cartney said of "Yes-
terday"- he woke 
up with it in his head, 
~------
'< ' 
··Black & Blue·· ' 
· Backstreet Boys ' 
-convinced it was some old tune he'd heard be-
fore. Hearing music like this is like meeting a 
pretty girl and immediately feeling like you've 
met her before, as if you've known eachother 
··forever. 
The Backstreet Boys' new album "Black & 
Blue" is one of these pretty girls. She's the one 
you meet, fe~! like you already know, then re-
member-you HATE this girl. She's shallow, she 
doe~n·t even remember your name, and the last 
time you ran into her, she stole your wallet. 
This is why the word "catchy" was invent-
ed. Usually one uses it in reference to a song 
they don't quite want to like, but have to admit 
it has something ... Your intellect says "No!" but 
your body says, "yes ... why?" 
Luckily, not much of "Black & Blue" even 
fills the catchy quota, leaving little or no to-like-
or-not-to-like dilemma. Half the songs are of the 
sappy/slow variety, with two straddling the 
dance/slow fence. 
Since the slow songs, which dominate the B 
side hke 25 minutes of honey in a cavity, should 
only be of interest to pre-teenyboppers and peo-
ple who are truly, purely, sickeningly in love, 
that pretty much knocks out half the album. 
The romper-ba-shwam-boom tracks, starting 
with the album-opening "The Call," have all the 
necessary clicks, booms and "babes" to be sure-
fire MTV hits for the next year or so. But even 
amongst these songs, there are no real pop stand-
outs, no "I Want 1t That Ways," and certainly 
no songs with real merit. 
For one thing, the BSB come across as 
fools. In "The Call," A.J. calls his girlfriend 
to tell her not to wait up for him - he'll be 
out bofting some girl simply because she's "got 
a little place nearby." The Boys then spend the 
rest of the song lamenting how she won't take 
him back. You cheated on her, you're a jerk! 
End of story. 
But those lovable Backstreet Boys make up 
for it on the next song, 'The Shape of My Heart." 
Come on - any guy who sings, "Sadness is 
beautiful/Loneliness is tragical" really de-
serves a second chance, right girls? 
Not that getting girls back is the only thing 
on their minds. There's also getting girls, such 
as in the hauntingly sleazy "Get A New 
Boyfriend" or "More Than That." And there's 
keeping girls with "Shining Star," "Yes I 
Will," and numerous others. 
Best of all, though, is 'The Answer To Our 
Life," the Boys' call-to-arms in which they sing, 
"The world is not at ease/we seem to nide the 
truth." Yeah! Watch out! The Backstreet Boys 
are mad as hell, and they're "not going to take 
anymore!" 
No one else should either. In all seriousness, 
the only rea5on this album is significant is be-
cause of money. Obviously, it's an inextncable 
part of the entITe music industry. But with "Black 
& Blue," take the money aw<1y, and all you're 
left with is a particularly dreadful form of mu-
sical vacancy. 
Here's a test: if you find your hardrive is full 
of boy-band mp3s, but you don't own a tangi-
ble Beatles or Beach Boys album, maybe it's 
time to turn over a new record. 
COURTESY OF JIVE RECORDS 
"BLACK & BLUE" had fewer first week sales 
than 'N SYNC's "No Strings Attached." 
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Backstage 
~-oures 
JEFF 
MILLER 
Song dedications 
require sensitivity 
'Tll pay for your ticket 1f you 
go. I'm m:rvous." 
I put down my Bar-B-Q chick-
en sandwich. My ears perked up 
'This girl ... it's weird . ~he 
wro!e a song about me .. I don't 
even know who she is . um ... I've 
never heard 1t. She want~ to play 
1t for me at her band's gig tomor-
row mght," she continued 
My mind rapidly paged through 
its internal calendar. Tomorrow: 
Saturday, 12fl./OO: 12:30 pm. 
Wake up. 1:30 p.m. Begin procras-
tinating. Watch TV in underwear. 
9:30 p.m. Finish procrastinating. 9:45 
p.m. Tom Marshall's band. Amfib-
1an with guests the Sara's. 
"I've got tickets to go to 
Odyssey tomorrow night," I tell her. 
'That's where they're playing. 
She's in a band called the Sara's." 
Lizbeth explained the situa-
tion. During her freshman year, she 
was walking around on campus and 
heard a girl singing and playing gm-
tar. She walked by, stopped, and 
told her she liked the song. She nev-
er saw the girl again, and recently 
found out she was co-fronting this 
New Jersey band that neither of us 
had ever heard. 
So as I walked into the dark 
main room at the Odyssey, I felt an 
odd sense of reverse deja vu. I have 
often dedicated songs to people at 
shows that have never heard the 
songs before. As a songwriter, it is 
a tough task. You have to find the 
balance between the "hey, that's 
real sweet, you wrote a song 
about me" response and the "oh-
my-god-is-Jeff-stalking-me?" feed-
back that misjudging a dedication 
can convey. Luckily, I have had 
more of the former than the latter, 
but I could tell from looking at her 
pale face that Lizbeth was expect-
ing the worst. 
"Are you nervous?" I asked. 
She giggled nervously. "No." 
We stood near the back of the 
mostly-empty hall, rocking out to 
the first few songs of the Sara's set. 
The band sounds like Ben Folds 
Five after immersion in a sea of 
Built to Spill power chords. The 
two female vocalists - Anne 
Soloway and Steph Sanders. who 
used to go to IC and wrote the song 
about Lizbeth - harmomzc 1m-
peccably, lending their songs the 
perfect amount of pop to go with 
their rockin · fiavor 
As the band's gu1tanst started 
churning out a two-chord nff, a g1Tl 
I had never seen before ran back 
and grabbed Lizbeth. 
"You've got to come up to the 
front row - this 1~ 11 ,., 
Sanders made her ded1cat1on -
"Thi~ 1~ for a glfl in Ithaca who d1~-
appeared, but she's here tomght I ti-
nally found out her real name, too" 
Though her lyncs were mo~tl~ 
mdec1pherable. I made out two 
lme\ - ur at lea~t their retcrence. 
"When you said my playing wa~ 
beautiful/I turned brn.?.ht red." 
I turned my head t~l gauge L1L-
beth '~ reaction Stcph wuuld 
probably not be ~urpn~cd tu hear 
that Lizbeth was now the one v.. ho 
was bright red. She would proba-
bly be glad to hear that her hps were 
pointed up, her smile stretching the 
boundanes of her skin 
Jeff Miller is a senior 
Television-Radio major. 
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To place a classified 
please contact 
JenYomoah, 
classified manager, 
at 274-1618. 
Employment 
Spring Break 
Largest selection of spring break 
destinations, including cruises! 
Rep positions and free trips 
available. 
Epicurean Tours -
1-800-231-4-FUN. 
www.Epicurean.com. 
Fraternities. Sororities. Clubs. 
Student Groups. 
Earn $1000 to $2000 this quarter 
with the easy 
campusfundraiser.com three-
hour fundraising event. No sales 
required. Fundraising dates are 
filling quickly, so call today! 
Contact campusfundraiser.com 
at (888) 923-3238, or visit 
www.campusfundraiser.com. 
SPRING BREAK 20011 CAN-
CUN, BAHAMAS. EAT, DRINK, 
TRAVEL FOR FREE. CAMPUS 
REPS WANTED! 
Call USA SPRING BREAK toll 
free (877) 460-6077 for trip 
information and rates. 
25 continuous years 
of student travel! 
www.usasprlngbreak.com. 
Fundralslng Manager. National 
company seeks self-motivated 
graduate or bachelor's candidate 
for full-time employment. 
Successful applicants will con-
duct training seminars to help 
stcTdents raise funds for their 
groups and clubs. $40,000/year 
salary plus bonuses. 
Travel, vehicle a must. 
Contact Campusfundraiser.com, 
personnel department at (888) 
923-3238, x. 103, or fax resume 
to Christy Ward, (508) 626-9994. 
Spring Break- Nassau/ 
Paradise Island, Cancun and 
Jamaica from $449. Air, Hotel, 
Transfers, Parties and Morel _ 
Organize small groups - earn 
FREE trips plus commissions! 
Call 1-800-GET-SU N-1. 
Experienced Web and graphic 
designer needed to design a Web 
site and flyers for a night club. 
Call Sean@ 277-6515. 
For Rent 
Available 2001-2002 School 
Year. One Bedroom for two peo-
ple. Eat-in kitchen - furnished. 
Large rooms close to Commons. 
272-2696. 
Available 2001-2002 School 
Year. Two Bedrooms -
Furnished - Eat-in kitchen -
Hardwood Floors. Close to 
Commons. 272-2696. 
To place an ad in 
Tl,e Jtl,acan 
contact 
Sales Manager 
Jennifer Crowe 
at 274-1618. 
For Rent · 
2001-02. Three or four bed-
rooms, furnished, laundry, park-
ing, balconies. Call 273-8576. 
For 2001-02 - Furnished studio 
apt. washer and dryer overlook-
ing Six Mile Creek. $430. 
279-3090. 
THREE BEDROOMS, 2 FULL 
BATHS, CONTEMPORARY, 
FURNISHED NEAR 
COMMONS. 256-8060. 
Furnished houses and apart- . 
ments. Walking distance to IC. 
Free off-street parking. 
- 272-1115. 
398 STONE QUARRY ROAD, 4 
BEDROOMS, FURNISHED, 
HARDWOOD FLOORS, FIRE-
PLACE, WASHER/DRYER, 
FULL BASEMENT, 2 CAR 
GARAGE. 273-9300: 
6 Bedroom House Downtown 
Free Parking, Furnished (2 Livin9 
Rooms/Kitchens/Baths/Porches) 
Private Yard, Close to Commons 
& Bus Route. $275 pp CSP 
Management 277-6961. 
www.lthaca-rent.com. 
Apts. & houses available 8/01/01. 
Kendall Ave. & Penn Ave. 2, 3, 4, 
5, 6, 8 bedrooms, furnished. 11-
month lease. Please call 273-
9221 between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m. 
After 4 p.m. and on weekends 
call 272-2558. 
Available January. Modem 1 or 2 
bedroom apt. Downtown. Off-
street parking. No pets. 273-
5091. 
NOW LEASING 2001-2002. 
Apartments and Houses. Aii 
sizes, from 2 to 9 bedrooms. 
South Hill, East Hill and 
Downtown. For a complete list 
see PPMhomes.com. 
3 to 6 Bedroom Furnished 
Houses. Close to IC. Call 
273-4211. 
FURNISHED 4 BEDROOM 
HOUSE 
2 baths, laundry, garage & off-
street parking, walk to IC! June 
2001 - May 2002. 
273-3054. 
?'lr~ll!~ffltE 
! Sold ,n most Drug Stores or v,a our web site 
l ~D www.AirtiorneHealth.com i JgJ. or call 1-800-590--9794 
a "\\1\R\rll-.COWUl~-ruu· CGll!CONNIMor• ... I. 
For Rent -
TOWNHOMES - Spacious 3-
story townhomes just off The 
Commons that include 3 & 4 bed-
rooms, free parking, free 
wash/dry, dishwashers, 1 1/2 
baths, patio. Ten- or 12-month 
lease. Excellent location. Must 
see. Call Nick or Gus at 277-0312 
M-F 10 a.m. - 4 p.m., or M-Sat 6-
9 p.m. 
Three bedroom apt. 205 
Prospect St. Available Aug. 25th. 
Leave message on answering 
machine. 272-2967, ask for John. 
Hurry! 
Two and three bedroom apts. 1 
mile to IC. Furnished, parking, 
utilities inc. in rent. 10-month 
lease. Call evenings. 277-3937. 
FUNTASTIC SIX BEDROOMS 
Extra-large house, tastefully fur-
nished! 2 kitchens, 2 baths, 
porch, yard, laundry! Free park-
ing and TV! $295 per person. 
Available August '01. Free dinner 
with lease! Call 277-6961. 
918 DANBY ROAD, 4 BED-
ROOMS, FURNISHED, 3 
BATHS, DISHWASHER, FIRE-
PLACE, PARKING, LAKE VIEW, 
. BUS ROUTE, WALK TO IC, 
273-9300. 
Three-bedroom apartments car-
peted and furnished, below 
Regan's. 272-3389 or 533-8637. 
Five Bedrooms, huge, near 
Commons, washer/dryer, dish-
washer, hardwood floors, fire-
place, 2 baths, parking. $1200 & 
utilities. 273-0824. 
Close to Ithaca College, 
fully-furnished 1, 3, 4, 5 and 6 
bdrm houses 
and apartments. 
Call 272-5192 or 280-3258 or 
273-5192. Available fall 2001. 
CHARLES STREET HOUSES 
Conveniently Located on 
South HIii. 
3 Bedroom/Furnished 
Free parking & trash removal. 
Porches & Private Patios, wash-
er/dryer, $325 pp CSP 
Management 277-6961. 
www.lthaca-rent.com. 
STUDIO APT: 2 rooms & shared 
bath. Three blocks to Commons. 
Utilities all included. No pets. 
273-5091. 
;it ~ll:ll!f fltlE 
~ Sold ,n most Drug Stores or v,a our web site 
i @ www.AirtiorneHealth.com j ::&d. or call 1-800-590-9794 • 
C "'\ l-':\~T,\ST1C" PR0Dl("1r I Str•"'l-~ franc•uo CA 
For Rent 
Spacious 1 & 2 bedroom apts. 
Walk to IC. 24 hr. maintenance. 
Fall 2001. From $385 to $570 per 
month + utilities. Call Cliff 273-
8473 or 280-7932. 
Studio, utilities inc. from $405. 
Walk to IC. 24 hr. maintenance. 
From 1/01. Laundry on-site, 
garbage, parking. Call Cliff Lewis 
273-8473 or 280-7932. 
Large 1 and 2 bedroom apart-
ments. Good IC locations. 
Definite must see! For more 
information call 272-9361 (days) 
& 564-020? (evenings). 
Spacious 3 bedroom, 4 bedroom 
and EFF apartments. Call 
Richard at 272-4146. 
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' For Rent · 
Three bedroom furnished apt. 
Utilities included, parking, avail-
able Dec. 1 - May 31, 2001. 1 
mile to IC 
Sublet . 
Male/female sublet needed -
2001 spring. One bedroom in 3 
person Circle Apt. $320 +elec-
tricity. Call 256-2581 . 
ONE, TWO, THREE BED-
ROOMS AVAIL. 
Spring 2001, HUGE house on a 
1.5 acre lot. Cheap Rent! Call 
Dave for more details at 
272-1705 or 327-0777. 
Travel 
Wanted! Spring Breakers! 
Cancun, Bahamas, Florida, & 
Jamaica. Call Sun Coast 
Vacations for a free brochure and 
ask how you can organize a small 
group & Eat, Drink, Travel Free & 
EamCashl 
Four-bedroom house available 
Aug. 2001. Two full baths, fully 
carpeted. Newly renovated, 
unfurnished or furnished, free 
washer and dryer. Free off-street 
private parking. No pets, down-
town. 273-6828. 
Call 1-888-ID-4642 or e-mail , _ 
ITHACA SOLAR TOWNHOUS-
ES, 4 BEDROOMS, FUR-
NISHED, COMPUTER DESKS, 
DISHWASHER, 2 BATHS, 
GREENHOUSE, WOOD BURN-
ING STOVE/FIREPLACE, SUB-
URBAN LOCATION, WALK TO 
IC, 273-9300. 
To place a 
classified ad in 
The Ithacan, 
call Classified 
Manager 
JenYomoah 
at 274-1618. 
sales@suncoastvacations.com. 
Spring Break! Deluxe hotels, 
reliable air, free food,drinks and 
parties! Cancun, Jamaica, 
Bahamas, Mazatlan & Florida. 
Travel Free and Earn Cash! Do 
it on the Web! Go to 
StudentClty.com or call 
800-293-1443 for info. 
GO DIRECT #1 Internet-based 
company offering WHOLESALE 
Spring Break packages! 
1-800-367-1252. 
springbreakdirectcom. 
SPRING BREAK 2001 
Jamaica, Cancun, Florida, 
Barbados, Bahamas. Now Hiring 
Campus Reps. Earn 2 Free 
Trips. Free Meals ·-· Book by 
Nov_ 2. Call for FREE Info. 
1-e00-42s-n10 
Visit online at 
sunsplashtours.com. 
COLLEGE CIRCLE APARTMENTS 
Two, three, four & five bedroom apartments 
available for 2001-2002. 
You can sign a lease now, 
but if you don't get off-campus permission 
by Aug. 28, 2001, 
all deposits are returned! 
Call for details 
Furnished, free parking, on-site laundry and 
24-hour emergency maintenance 
We still have a few chrnce rooms 
available for the spring 2001 semester 
NEXT TO ITHACA COLLEGE CAMPUS 
277-1221 
..... 
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You will never drink alone. 
Karaoke and DJ at 
O'L_eary' s on 
Thirsty Thursdayso 
Sing & Dan_ce, 
9 p.m. till close! 
632 W. Seneca St., Ithaca, N.Y. 
273-9652 
Parking Available. 
WWW.OLEARYSIRISHPUB.COM 
ROGAN'S 
CORNER 
PIZZA-SUBS & WINGS 
SUPER 
SAVER 
-----TOGO .. 
ITHACA, N.Y. SOUTH HILL 
825 Danby Rd. / 273-6006 
• South Hill • Fall Creek 
• East Hill • Collegetown 
• Cornell • IC 
NORTHEAST 
23 Cinema Drive/257-2757 
• Cayuga Heights • South Lansing 
• Varna • NYSEG & 
Surrounding Areas 
• North Campus 
Happy Holidays 
from 
Franco's and Rogan' s 
r--------------------,---------------------...---------------------, 
2 medium 
pizzas & 4 sodas. 
$1Qf,wc 
2 dollars off any 
ex-large pizza & 
2 free sodas. 
3 large pizzas & 6 
sodas. 
$19fstax 
Exp,,.,, Ol/01/01 Exp.-u Oi/01/01 Exp,,.,, 01/01/0I 
~----------------------T-----------------------~------------------••---i 
: 1 medium pizza. : 1 large pizza, : 1 ex-large pizza, 2 : 
:/·: 2 sodas & 12 wings. : 2 sodas & 12 wings. : sodas & 12 wings. : 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I I 1 $ I 
: $1Wt,tu,, : $12~... : 14~""" : L ___________ Exprc.sOl/01/0J_J _____________ E,qun:sOI/OVOI _;_ ____________ Exp,,..,OI/OJ/01 J 
J-
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 7, 2000 
FILMS 
Presents ... 
NUlil-Y 
PROFUSOR D:· 
THE· K1UMPS 
Friday, Dec. g and Saturday, Dec. 9 
(7 p.m., 9:30 p.m. and midnight) 
Sunday, Dec. 10 at 3 p.m. 
Monday, Dec. 11 at g p.m. 
Admission $3 
All shows in Textor 102. 
• 1 dollar off with RHA card. 
DRESS FOR 
EXCESS 
Tl IE Bl:ST SELECTION 01: 
FASHION, FETISH, 
AND FANTASY Wl:AR 
FOR WOMEN AND ME:N. 
*4.{ll!!Rf!.IE. 
fl. SoldinmostDl'\J9Stores~Yia.1¥"website www.Al11M>metteann.co or call 1-800-590-9794 
"NOWI IXNTtmr!ICUDr-,L--a: 
Cas!b. 
Advance 
Traderl<'s 
.RothddldsBuilding 
'lbe Commons 
212-4011 
Can fm, detaihr. 
Didy!!w ... 
Cayu , lazers, 
Eagles, ~lad· ors, Ramblers 
and Centurians have ~n submitted as pos-
sible replacement!tol the name Bomber. 
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Stories swirl around 01ascot 
What exactly is a "Bomber?" 
BY ABIGAIL FUNK 
Staff Writer 
an name derived from this section 
of the country - the 'Cayugas. '" 
"It's a great day to be a How did the name surface? 
Bomber!" This phrase is often There are several theories. 
used by coaches to get a team One is that our "Bomber" mascot 
pumped up for a game, to end an came from the World War II era, 
e-mail or to offer encouragement as the country was building its air 
when ever-wonderful rain and force and, the college had many 
sleet is seen on the hill during students serving in the military. 
practice. A second theory, according to 
"It's really unique," freshman an article by April Madras '98 in 
wrestler Jeff Edelstein said. the 1996 Cayugan, is that the 
"There's no other team with that men's basketball team used to 
name in the country." practice in a gym located at the 
This unusual name has a con- corner of Aurora and Buffalo St. 
fusing history that stretches back where a Mobil station now sits. 
to the 1930s. The court was unusually short, 
Between 1926 'and 1931, a and the team became popular for 
School of Physical Education be- throwing half-court "bombs." 
gan to grow in what was then Ithaca College Archivist Bridget 
called the Ithaca Conservatory and Bower said the nickname could 
Affiliated Schools. Intercolle- have come from sportswriters in 
giate athletics for men began in town. The first known ''Bombers" 
this era, when the predominant reference was in the Dec. 17, 1938 
sports were baseball, basketball issue of the Rochester Times-
and football. Union in a men's basketball article. 
The men's teams were re- It read, "The Bombers will then 
ferred to by several titles. They in- swing into the north country for a 
eluded the original "Blue Team", game with Clarkson." It was also 
the "Blues" and the current nick- seen Jan. 25, 1939 in the Syracuse 
name of"Blue and Gold." Also in Post-Standard. 
this list were the "Collegians" and The Ithacan did not print the 
the "Seneca Streeters." The latter nickname until Oct. 27, 1935, and 
refers to the Seneca Street gym - the Ithaca Journal did not use the 
a former movie theater used as a name until Dec. 1944. Some say 
gym where the Bombers practic@'.,.:_;'sports writer Harold Jansen 
On Oct. 16, 1936, The Ithacan coined the name by using it re-
printed a call for a name for the peatedly in his stories. He began 
college athletic teams. It was run working as publicity director of 
again on Oct. 30 and Nov. 13, with Ithaca College in Dec. 1935 and 
a vote scheduled for Jan. 8, then became a reporter at the Itha-
1937. Some of the nominees in- ca Journal in Oct. 1939. 
eluded the "Blue Blazers," 
"Cayugas," "Eagles," "Gladia-
tors" and "Ramblers." 
The Ithacan reported that the 
name "Cayugas" was over-
whelmingly chosen for a new 
moniker. The 1937 yearbook, the 
Cayugan, printed the following: 
"Henceforward, all athletic teams 
representing Ithaca College shall 
be denoted by the historical Indi-
Talk of changing the name 
Around the college's centen-
nial, the name sparked controver-
sy. A number of faculty seemed 
p~rturbed by the idea that the 
name "Bombers" had a war-like 
connotation, but college officials 
could never reach an agreement 
for change. 
"I _M'ould be happy if we 
ALEX MORRISON/THE ITHACAN 
THE ITHACA COLLEGE mascot entertains a young fan in the bleachers at the Nov. 1999 Cortaca Jug 
game at Butterfield Stadium. It is uncertain when the school adopted the nickname "Bombers." 
found something more appropri-
ate," former History Professor 
Paul McBride said. As the issue 
came into debate, McBride offered 
the suggestion that Ithaca be 
called the "Centurians," in honor 
of the turning of the century. 
Intercollegiate Athletics Di-
rector Kristen Ford does not see 
a change in the near future. She 
said it has been about four years 
since she has heard concerns 
about the name. "It represents our 
history and our tradition. That is 
very important," Ford said. 'Tm, 
at this point, not mterested in ... 
the changing of the name." 
So, the tradition ensues at 
Ithaca as the unique name sticks. 
For now, "It's a great day to be a 
Bomber!" 
New coach arrives for winter season ,,. 
' '' 
' :-, .~,' ~ 
, ~ ' ' 
ARI WEINER/THE ITHACAN 
NEW COACH IIATT BELAELD offers Instruction to freshman Samh 
Boucher (left) as freshman Anastasia Hagan (right) talks to a teammate. 
BY ZACHARY FIELDS 
Staff Writer 
While the new women's track 
and field coach adjusts to Ithaca's 
winter weather, the program will 
be adjusting to him. 
This is the first time since the 
1997-98 season that the women's 
indoor track and field team will 
have its own head coach. 
Over that period, men's track 
and field coach Jim Nichols also 
coached the women's team. 
Matt Beffield, who comes 
from the University of Redlands 
in California, took over the 
women's indoor track and field 
team last month. Belfield has 
coached the men's and women's 
cross country teams at Redlands 
since 1992. 
"This is the first year that I have 
coached just women," Belfield 
said. "It is different." 
Belfield's career in Ithaca had 
a rocky start, however, as he was 
still fulfilling his commitment to 
the Redlands cross country team 
in California. 
"In the fall, Coach Nichols was 
still with the guys' cross country 
team," Dittrich said. "We were 
without a coach for a while." 
With the upcoming season, a 
few of the Bombers were frus-
trated about not having a coach to 
run for and having many things up 
in the air. 
"Some people were getting 
nervous and had some questions 
about the upcoming season," 
Dittrich said. "A few of us met 
him, but some people felt ne-
glected even though it wasn't his 
fault." 
Belfield said he felt 1t was im-
portnat to get to know his team be-
fore he got here. 
"I met some of the captains 
over fall break and set up e-mail 
correspondence," Belfield said. "I 
got to know some of the team ear-
ly on, which helped out." 
Both teams started their season 
at the Cornell Relays, a non-scor-
ing meet, Saturday. At past 
meets, when Nichols was re-
sponsible for both teams, he faced 
the task of overseeing upwards of 
100 athletes at any given meet. 
Separate coaches now means 
more individual instruction for the 
athletes. 
"There 1s more focus l when 
coaching] one team," Belfield 
said. "Preparation for one team is 
easier than for two." 
Senior co-captain Christine 
Dittrich noticed the increased at-
tention. 
"At the l Cornell] meet he was 
able to watch the Jumps," Dittncl,,. 
said. "He was also able to keep an 
eye on the runners at the same 
time." 
This was not the case last 
year. 
"Last year, Coach Nichols 
would be going back and forth 
from each jump pit," Dittnch 
said. "He also had to try and watch 
the runners at the same time." 
Belfield may never get accus-
tomed to freezing temperatures, 
but if the Blue and Gold contin-JR 
ues its recent string of state 
championships under his control, 
getting used to that should be no 
problem. 
.. 
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Colwn111st 
Cornell hockey, 
what a game 
"Skate, skate, skate, skate, turn, 
tum, skate, skate, skate, bend over 
Lombard!" 
This was one of the many 
cheers heard at Cornell's Lynah 
Rink Friday as the Big Red defeat-
ed Yale, 4-3, in an ECAC game. 
Lombard happened to be Yale's 
goalie, and every time he would 
skate out of his crease, the fans 
would get on his case as much as 
is humanly possible. 
Cornell men's hockey is the 
most exciting and well-played 
spor1 Ithaca has to offer. The Big 
Red i~ currently lied for first in the 
ECAC with Harvard, which tt tied 
with earlier this year. The NHL 
routinely drafts Cornell players, 
and even wme of the current play-
ers on the roster have been select-
ed m the draft. 
Lynah seats nearly 4,000 pe()-
ple. and 1t was stuffed to capacity 
Fnday and for almost every other 
men '5 hockey game there. The 
,., whole crowd knew all of the 
cheers and exactly when to do 
them. There seemed to be a cheer 
for everything. From harassing the 
other team's goalie to chanting 
"wann up the bus" with keys jin-
gling to calling Yale a "safety 
school," the fans were into every 
second of the contest. 
It didn't hurt that the game was 
incredible. Cornell led 1-0 going 
mto the third period, but within 90 
seconds left, Yale put two pucks 
mto the back of the net to take the 
lead. A collective wind was taken 
out of the crowd's sails at that 
point, but it did not last long. Cor-
nell answered by putting two goals 
of its own into the net in the next 
150 seconds. The Big Red later 
added another for good measure. 
The 1nten~tty and pure ..:nc:rgy 
of play 111 th1~ thlfd penud 1, 
,ometh1ng I have only w1tne~,cd a 
handful of times and will not ,rnm 
trn get. Sure. not every game will 
be thb good, but they may very 
well bc close. 
It ..:c111 be argued that the Corta-
ca Jug 1, more exciting, but that 
. ._ con:e\ only once a year Each and 
cve1y Cornell men's hockey game 
" p:icked, and the arena rocks 
every night. Cornell also did not 
,eem to stoop as low as Ithaca stu-
dents sometimes go. I did not once 
hear Cornell fans chant "s-k a 
d-k Yale, s-k a d-k". Maybe 
you missed that one at the Jug, but 
I sure as hell didn't. 
Even though the Big Red 
hoops and gridders don't blow 
people away, the games can still 
be exciting. Likewise, Ithaca not 
bemg D1v1s1on I does not mean a 
lack of b1g-t1me sports. Cornell 
... men\ hockey is where it is at as 
far as I am concerned. Every 
game has an amazing current 
running through the air, and there 
1s no other feeling like being in 
< an arena where the foundatwn 
rocks from all the excitement. 
This was my first Big Red 
game, but with the level of play 
displayed and the intensity of the 
crowd, you can count on seeing 
me back there. I am going to try 
-n. · and hit as many of the remaining 
home games as I can. 
Rick Mattison is a senior sport 
management major. 
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Riggins sparks Bombers 
Blue and Gold 
rebounds for win 
BY BRIAN DELANEY 
Staff Writer 
With the Bombers trailing for 
the majority of the second half 
against visiting Hobart, men's 
basket-
b a I I 
Coach 
J i m 
!------~en··~ - --7 
1 basketball . l L___:_ __ --- ______ _J 
Mullins was looking for a spark to 
ignite the team. That spark turned 
out to be freshman sixth-man 
Matt Riggins. 
The junior forward finished 
with 17 points, 13 in the second 
half, and nine rebounds as the Blue 
and Gold beat the Statesmen, 65-
60. Riggins' hustle and aggres-
siveness ignited a late surge in 
which the Bombers made six of six 
free throws in the last 30 seconds 
to surpass Hobart. Freshman for-
ward Tyler Schulz's key layup with 
I: 14 remaining gave the 
Bombers the lead for good. 
"I tried to take 1t to the hoop a 
little bit more m the second half," 
said Riggins, who drained a pair 
of free throws with two seconds 
left to secure the· victory. "We 
wanted to draw some fouls on their 
big guys and attack the basket 
more." 
Mullins was extremely 
pleased with Riggins' perfor-
mance. 
"He was huge," Mullins· said. 
"He's very athletic and he re-
bounds very well. I think the great-
est thing Matt brought for us 
tonight was his energy off the 
bench. He gave us a big lift." 
The Bombers needed that of-
fensive boost because Hobart 
was successful in shutting down 
senior guard John Lyons, who fin-
ished with two points on zero-for-
six shooting. 
, "They did a good job on him," 
Mullins said. "John is a marked · 
man. We are not loaded with 
scorers, and we have got to figure 
out who will give us a little more 
scoring." 
One person who contributed 
early for the Bombers was sopho-
more center Jason Wallen. The 
6'6" post player tallied nine 
pomts, seven rebounds, two 
blocks and two steals m the first 
half, and finished with 11 points 
and eight boards. 
Wallen, however, was quick to 
comment about the team effort 
against Hobart. 
"As a team we needed to go out 
and get our offense going; the last 
couple games we struggled early 
offensively," Wallen said. "When 
somebody steps up and makes a 
few baskets, takes a charge, or 
grabs a rebound, it sparks the team 
and gets us going." 
The South Hill squad's front 
line certainly had its hands full 
with the Statesmen's power for-
ward, Joe Corbett. The sophomore 
had 24 points on 11 of 18 shoot-
ing, and he also grabbed 16 
boards. However, the Achilles 
heel for Corbett and the Statesmen 
was the free-throw line. 
The Bombers hit l O of 16 from 
the charity stripe, while Hobart 
made a dismal six of 25 from the 
foul line. Corbett was a major part 
of the foul-shooting woes, making 
just two of 15 for the game. 
Mullins said that a key part of 
the game plan was to force Cor-
bett to earn his points from the line. 
"We wanted to play him from 
behind and double him whenever 
possible," Mullins said. "When he 
caught the ball in the pivot, we 
fouled him and put him on the line 
because he was shooting only 29 
percent." 
The Bombers had their share of 
problems too - they were domi-
nated on the boards, 53-34, and 
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JUNIOR MIKE WILSON drives past Hobart sophomore Joe Corbett 
during Tuesday's game. Ithaca defeated the Statesmen, 65-60. 
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Herons' 'spurt' 
beats Bombers 
BY JENNIFER BEEKMAN 
Staff Writer 
"The· game was a game of 
spurts," William Smith Coach 
Glenn Begly said of the Bombers' 
(3-3) 66-55 loss to the Herons 
Tuesday. . 
With the win, the Herons ex-
tended their home-winning 
streak to 73 games, snapping the 
Bombers two-game winning 
streak. 
"The momentum kept shift-
ing," Begly said. "We retained a 
small lead to start the second half 
and then went on a 15-1 run to get 
up 17 
points and 
we were 
able to 
. I 
Women's i 
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hold on at the end. It was going to 
be whoever had the last big spurt 
that was going to come out on top. 
Fortunately it was us, but it could 
easily have been the Bombers." 
In the loss, sophomore point 
guard Kerri Brown led the 
Bombers in scoring with 13 
points. 
"Ithaca has got a terrific point 
guard in Kerri Brown," Begly 
said. "She's really one of the best 
point guards in our region in Di-
vision III." 
Brown leads an Ithaca offense 
that South Hill coach Dan Ray-
mond said is still working out its 
kinks. 
Brady who I think.is a very good 
post player," Begly said. "She's an 
extremely hard worker." 
Freshman guard Kelly 
Gawronski also played a major role 
in keeping Ithaca close, adding a 
season-high 12 points and accu-
mulating six rebounds. 
"Kelly Gawronski played the 
best game of the season so far for 
her," Raymond said. "She made a 
big contribution to the game, so 
that's big." 
Freshman guard Jennie 
Swatling continued her stellar 
play for the Blue and Gold with 
11 points. 
"I was extremely impressed 
with Swatling," Begly said. "She 
has a ton of potential and is an ex-
cellent offensive player." 
Swatling leads the team, aver-
aging 15.8 points per game and 
ranked second in the Empire 
Eight in three-point field-goal 
shooting with 57.l percent. 
"We definitely look to Jennie 
Swatling to score," said Ray-
mond of the freshman who was 
named Empire Eight Rookie of the 
Week. "The problem is, with the 
week that she had last week, every 
team that we face is going to mark 
her. They are going to know 
where she is on the floor and they 
are going to have more than one 
person guarding her." 
On the other side of the court, 
William Smith guard Brianna 
Tindwall hurt the Bombers by 
sinking 12 of 17 shot attempts, in-
cluding four for six on three-point-
ers. Forward Laura Hadwin 
scored 16 points, shooting eight 
for 11. 
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"We are still fine-tuning our 
new offense," Raymond said. "It 
didn't work really well last 
night. I don't know whether to at-
tribute that to William Smith, be-
cause they are a very good de-
fensive 'team." 
Despite the Herons' tough de-
fense, senior forward Kelly 
Brady helped to keep the 
Bombers close by grabbing 13 re-
bounds. 
'"We finally realized as a team 
how important defense is to our 
success," Raymond said. "Now 
that we have realized that we just 
have to be able to carry it 
through." 
MELISSA THORNLEY/THE ITHACAN 
JUNIOR GUARD DONNA ASHER drives past Scranton sophomore Alicia Lavelle (13),ln the Ben Light 
Gymnasium Nov. 27. The Bombers won1he Manhattanville Tournament Saturday and Sunday. 
16th-ranked St Lawrence on Friday. the opening tip we are going to they are a very big, physical 
"I've always admired Kelly The Blue and Gold will take on 
"It's going to be a very tough have to have a high level of in- team. That's something that we are 
game," Raymond said. "We are tensity. They are a very strong going to have to be aware of and 
going to have to go in, and from team, and from what I understand ready for." 
Blue and Gold tears through Alfred on the road 
Women dominate lwst Saxons for fifth-straight victory 
BY JONATHAN FRIEDMAN 
Staff Writer· 
After a ninth-place finish in the Franklin 
and Marshall Invitational, the Bombers (5-
0) came back to defeat Alfred, 145.5-84.5 
Tuesday. Many of the athletes swam faster 
against Alfred than they did at the Franklin 
& Marshall Invitational, which Coach 
Paula Miller attributes to the team's love for 
head-to-head competition. 
"At Franklin & Marshall there are 16 
teams, and things are a lot different," Miller 
said. "This team loves head-to-head com-
petition. The challenge of needing to beat an 
opponent really gets them motivated for good 
swims." 
Miller had some of the athletes swimming 
events in which 
they do not nor-
mally compete. 
Freshman Heather 
· Wo~en-;~ -·7 
aquatics. : 
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Nelson won the 1,000-yard freestyle with a 
time of 10 minutes and 59.58 seconds in her 
first time competing in the event. 
"I've only had a handful of womei:t in my 
17 years go under 11 minutes in that event, 
and all of them eventually made nationals," 
Miller said. "So she is on a good pace." 
Freshman Megan Hughes earned a pool 
record in her.victory in the 200-yard indi-
vidual medley with a time of 2: 12.94. Oth-
er Bomber victories included freshman 
Heather Nelson in the 200-yard freestyle 
(2:04.53), freshman Michelle Yellin in the 
100-yard freestyle (56.23), sophomore Erin 
Shackelton in the 100-yard backstroke and 
freshman Katie Centrella in the 100-yard 
breaststroke. 
Miller said having swimmers do well in 
new events is a good sign. 
"By playing with our lineup, we see that 
we have a lot of flexibility and depth, which 
is good to know," Miller said. 
Junior tri-captain Meggan Christie won the 
500-yard freestyle with a time of 5:45.87. 
Christie said the team was excited to have a 
good meet, after some disappointment at 
Franklin & Marshall. 
"We didn't know what to expect since we 
had time off from Thanksgiving break, and 
then we didn't do as well as we would have 
hoped at Franklin & Marshall," Christie said. 
"But we got so pumped up before [this] meet. 
We were excited to be there, and that helped 
us a lot to have good swims." 
Freshman Kristin Shorette continued her 
domination of the diving events, winning both 
the· one-meter and three-meter competi-
tions. Shorette was able to dive, despite light-
ing obstacles at Alfred's pool. 
"The lighting over the diving well was 
very dark," Shorette said. "It made it dif-
ficult to dive, but it didn't hurt my diving 
too much." 
Although Shorette's victories were not es-
sential in this meet, Miller said her diving will 
be important for. the team in future meets. 
"You can win or lose a meet by having good 
divers or having a lack of good divers," Miller 
said. "Having consistent and good divers on 
this team is really important."· 
Ithaca does not compete again this se-
mester. The team travels to Florida during 
Christmas break for its annual winter train-
ing. The Bombers' next meet is on Jan. 13 
at home against William Smith and Le 
Moyne. 
Men throttle opponent; 
focus on 'second sea,son' 
BY MICHAEL BORGASANO 
Staff Writer 
The men's swimming and diving 
team defeated Alfred Tuesday, 134-103, 
closing out the first semester with a 4-1 
record. 
· Coach Kevin Markwardt said he felt 
his team was still riding the adrenaline 
rush from last week's Franklin & Mar-
shall Invitational. 
"We knew it was going to be a tough 
meet, but mentally the guys got up well," 
Markwardt said. "Our guys knew they 
had to perform 
and get things 
[that were 
weak at 
Franklin & Marshall] right in time for Al-
fred. Some guys just perform better in 
dual meets." 
At Alfred, Ithaca had many strong per-
formances, led by sophomore Mike 
Thurk, who won the 50-yard freestyle in 
22.39 seconds and the 200-yard breast-
stroke (2: 18.54 ). 
Thurk, who was also a part of the win-
ning 400-yard medley relay team, said his 
status as a sophomore was irrelevant be-
cause every swimmer was important to 
the team's success. 
'That's my job, everyone has the same 
role," Thurk said. "When you see every-
one else working as hard as they do, you 
want to work hard too." 
Markwardt reflected this idea, noting 
the well-balanced attack that his team has 
used this season, including frequent 
event wins from freshman swimmers. 
"We don't really see it as freshman, 
sophomore, junior, whatever," Mark-
wardt said. "Anybody can step up if they 
have the credibility." 
Senior tri-captain Ryan Spencer also 
had a successful meet, placing second in 
the 1,000-yard freestyle ( 10:44.24) and 
third in the 200-yard backstroke 
(2:05.40). He was also a part of the win-
ning 400-yard medley relay team along 
with Thurk, senior tri-captain Dave Bal-
ta and freshman Sasha Kuznezov. 
With the close of the first semester, the 
Bombers will now begin to prepare for 
the new year and their home stretch of 
meets. With more than a month until the 
next meet, this preparation will include 
rigorous trainmg sessions of swimmmg 
and weight lifting. 
"Now we get into almost a second sea-
son," Markwardt said. "It's a really 
tough phase of the season." 
This phase always provides the 
swimmers with.an opportunity to pull to-
gether and develop more team chemistry. 
"It's when the team comes into its own 
and we really get into shape," Spencer 
said. "A lot of teams come to watch us 
at that first meet after the training session. 
[Our performance] leaves [them] a bitter 
pill." 
The Bombers travel to Rensselaer on 
Jan.13. 
• 
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Thursday's results 
Men's basketball 
BY BRIAN DELANEY 
Staff Writer 
The men's basketball team lost 
in overtime to Division I Colgate, 
83-76, Thursday night. 
The Bombers fought back from 
an eight-point deficit with two min-
utes left. A three pointer by senior 
guard John Lyons with two seconds 
remaining forced the extra session. 
Lyons led all scorers with 27 
points on eight-for-19 shooting, in-
cluding five for 10 from beyond the 
arc. He also added four steals, three 
rebounds and two assists. 
Junior forward Matthew Miller 
contributed 16 points and five re-
bounds, and freshman forward 
Matthew R1ggms dropped 15 
pomts and hauled m a game-high 
12 boards. 
The difference in the game 
came from the free-throw line. The 
Red Raiders made 23 of 44 attempts 
from the line, while the Blue and 
Gold shot 11 for 19 from the chari-
ty stripe. 
-.:. The Red Raiders placed five 
players in double figures to improve 
to 2-4 overall, while Ithaca 
dropped to 1-2 with the loss. 
Friday's results 
Men's basketball 
BY BRIAN DELANEY 
Staff Writer 
The men's basketball team 
dropped a 62-56 decision.to P.ots-
dam (2-2) in its home opener Fri- . 
day night. Both teams started off 
slowly and went into intermission 
locked at 21. 
Ithaca junior forward Mike Wil-
son came off the bench to register IO 
points on five-for-five shooting. He 
also contributed five rebounds, four 
steals and three assists. A smother-
ing Potsdam defense held senior 
guard John Lyons to 10 points on 
three-for- 14 shooting. 
The Bombers could not contain 
Potsdam guard Jason Lang, who ex-
ploded for 20 pomts on eight-for-
11 shooting, while Andre Peterson 
added 17 points for the Bears. The 
South Hill squad made only three 
of 13 from beyond the arc, shoot-
ing 38 percent for the game. 
Ithaca, which is ·0-6 against Pots-
dam all-time, dropped to J-3 on the 
year and will play host to Hobart 
at 8 p.m. on Tuesday. 
Saturday's results 
Men's aquatics 
BY MICHAEL BORGASANO 
Staff Writer 
The men's swimming team fin-
ished sixth of 13 teams in the pres-
tigious Franklin and Marshall In-
vitational, while the diving team en-
joyed success at the ECAC Diving 
Championships. 
Junior tri-captain Dave Balta 
recorded the best finish for the 
Bomber swimmers, placing third in 
the Job-yard butterfly with a time 
of 52.88 seconds. 
Freshman Sean Kavanaugh 
also took home a third-place finish, 
his best time in the 200-yard indi-
vidual medley (1:59.77). 
The College of New Jersey 
won the meet with 538.50 points to 
Ithaca's 253.00. 
The men's diving team traveled 
to East Meadow, Long Island, for the 
ECAC Championships, held at the 
Goodwill Games Aquatic Center. 
ARI WEINEMHE ITHACAN 
JUNIOR AMBER METZGER prepares for her approach In the long 
Jump at the Cornell Relays Saturday at Barton Halt. · 
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JUNIOR JAMES DONEGAN runs at the Cornell Relays Saturday at Barton Hall. The non-scoring meet 
was the team's season opener. The team Is now on a seven-week hiatus, until January. 
Sophomore Devin Fay earned 
wins in both the one-meter event 
(401.35 points) and the three-me-
ter event (431.60). 
Freshman Mike Furstoss fin-
ished third overall in the three-me-
ter diving in 350.75. 
Women's aquatics 
BY JONATHAN FRIEDMAN 
Staff Writer . 
The Bombers competed at the 
Franklin and Marshall Invitational 
Friday and Saturday, placing ninth 
out of 16 teams. Ithaca's highest fin-
isher was freshman Megan Hugh-
es, who placed third in the 100-yard 
freestyle with a time of 53.67 sec-
onds. Hughes' win gave her an 
NCAA provisional qualifying 
time. She placed seventh in both the 
200- (1:59.55) and the 50-yard 
freestyles (24.74). 
Freshman Michelle Yellin fin-
ished sixth in the 200-yard breast-
stroke with a time of two minutes 
13.97 seconds. Yellin, along with 
Hughes, freshman Emily Carey 
and sophomore Joan Miceli placed 
seventh in the 400-yard medley re-
lay, while the team of Hughes and 
freshmen Sarah Bond, Erin Kraheck 
and Heather Nelson also finished .sev-
enth in the 400-yard freestyle relay. 
Freshman Kristen Shorette 
won the three-meter diving with a 
score of 343.25 at the ECAC div-
ing championships on Long Island. 
She also placed second in the one-
meter diving with a score of 
310.45. Senior Emily Schweitzer 
placed third in both the one and 
three-meter diving competitions. 
Men's track 
BY DAVID DONOVAN 
Staff Writer 
The men's track team kicked off 
its indoor season at Saturday's Cor-
nell Relays. Although tearn scores 
were not kept, coach Jim Nichols 
said he was pleased with his 
team's performance. 
"It was a great opening meet for 
us," Nichols said. "It's good to get 
our -feet wet starting- out- in De· 
cember." 
Senior captain Matt Hopp fin-
ished fifth in the 500-meter dash in 
one minute, 7.3 seconds and was 
on the team that finished fourth in 
the 1,600-meter relay. Freshman 
Jim Ravener won the 500-meter 
dash in 1:06.2. 
"I felt pretty strong, especially 
in that 4x400 [meter relay]," 
Hopp_said, "I was able to lead it off 
and I got ihe team into a lead. I felt 
· pretty good about it." 
Junior Dustin Cook finished 
fifth in the long jump (6.93),just .02 
meters short of the qualifying mark 
for the NCAA Championships. 
The team now has a seven-week 
hiatus before beginning again in 
January. 
Women's track 
BY ZACHARY FIELDS 
Staff Writer 
The Bombers began their first 
season under new head coach 
Matt Belfield at the Cornell Relays. 
Freshman Amanda Laytham 
was highest finisher for the Blue 
and Gold, taking third with a time 
of 18 minutes, 45.3 seconds in the 
5,000-meter run, while freshman 
Nichole Clark, with a jump of five 
feet, 2 1/4 inches, finished fourth in 
the high jump. 
Clark qualified for the New York 
State Collegiate Track Conference 
ECAC Championships with her 
jump. Among the five Bombers to 
qualify were Laytham,junior Am-
ber Metzger, senior Christine Dit-
trich and freshman Dana Razzano. 
Metzger qualified with her long 
jump effort of 16 feet, 11 1/2 inch-
es, which was good enough for 
eighth place. Dittrich and Razzano 
both also qualified in the long 
jump, finishing sixth and seventh, re-
spectively. 
Wrestling 
BY ABIGAIL FUNK 
Staff Writer 
Ithaca finished second at the 
35th annual R_IT wrestling tourna-
ment Saturday. The Bombers, 
who are currently ranked i7th-na• 
tionally, won two weight class 
championships at the tournament. 
Senior captain Ryan Ciotoli 
won the 157-pound bracket and is 
currently ranked No. l in the nation 
for his weight class. Fellow senior 
Dan Montana won the 141-pound 
class, and sophomore Bill Parry took 
second in the 165-pound division. 
In the 125-pound class, sophmore 
Toan Trang made it to the~fburth· ... 
round before being defeated by John 
Criss of Wesleyan, who went on to 
win the 125-pound bracket. 
Sophomore Shamir Rhodes fin-
ished fifth in the 149-pound brack-
et, and another sophomore, Andrew 
Locke, finished third in the 174-
pound weight class. 
Senior heavyweight Jason 
DiCesare also finished third place 
in- his division, rounding out a 
strong showing for the Bombers. 
Sunday's results 
Women's basketball 
BY JENNIFER BEEKMAN 
Staff Writer 
The Bombers defeated the City 
College of New York, 89-49, Satur-
day and Centenary College (NJ.), 
87-75, Sunday to win the Manhat-
tanville College's Tarrytown Hilton 
Alumni Tournament Saturday. 
Against Centenary College, 
Ithaca, which won its first in-season 
tournament since the 1997-98 sea-
son, led by 10 points at halftime be-
fore holding on for victory. Sopho-
more guard Kerri Brown scored a 
game-high 23 points and was 
nine-of-13 shooting from the floor. 
She also racked up four assists, three 
steals and two rebounds. 
Coming off the bench, Freshman 
guard Jennie Swatling, who is av-
eraging a team-high 16.8 points per 
game, scored 20 points, while se-
nior Kelly Brady contributed nine 
points and pulled down a game high 
of 13 rebounds. 
In the first game, Swatling led the 
Bombers in scoring with a career-
high 26 points. She sunk three out 
of four three-point attempts. Brown 
tallied 16 points, four rebounds and 
five assists, while freshman forward 
Courtney McVicker led th~ team in 
· rebounds with -seven: · · · · -
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Scoreboard 
Men's basketball (2-3) 
•Tuesday, Dec. 5 
Hhaca def. Hobart, 65-60. 
• Friday, Dec. 1 
Potsdam def. Ithaca, 62-56. 
• Thursday, Nov. 30 
Colgate def. Hhaca, 83-76 OT. 
Women's basketball (3-3) 
• Tuesday, Dec. 5 
William Smith def. Hhaca, 66-55. 
• Sunday, Dec. 3 
Hhaca def. Centenary College, 87-75. 
• Saturday; Dec. 2 
Ithaca def. City College of New York, 
89-49. 
Men's swimming and diving (4-1) 
• Tuesday, Dec. 5 
Hhaca def. AHred, 134-103. 
• Saturday, Dec. 2 
Hhaca placed sixth of 13 teams at the 
Franklin & Marshall Invitational. 
Women's swimming and diving (5-0) 
• Tuesday, Dec. 5 
Hhaca def. Alfred, 144.5-84.5. 
• Saturday, Dec. 2 
Ithaca placed ninth of 16 teams at the 
Franklin & Marshall Invitational. 
Men's Indoor track and field 
• Sa\urday, Dec. ? 
Ithaca competed at the Cornell Relays. 
No team scores were kept. 
Women's Indoor track and field 
• Saturday, Dec. 2 
Hhaca competed at the Cornell Relays. 
No team scores were kept. 
Wrestling (1-0) 
• Wednesday, Dec. 6 
Ithaca def. Oswego, 27-12. 
• Saturday, Dec. 2 
Hhaca placed second at the RIT 
Tournament. 
In the n1iddle 
NCAA Division Ill Wrestling Brute-
Adidas Coaches Poll, released Nov. 21. 
N.2..Jsm 
1. Augsburg (Minn.) 
2. Montclair State (N.J.) 
3. Wis.-La Crosse 
4.,. ~~r,b.1Jrg (Iowa) 
5. Brockport 
6. College of New Jersey 
7. Luther (Iowa) 
8. Loras (Iowa) 
9. Lycoming (Pa.) 
10. Delaware Valley (Pa.) 
11. Lawrence (Wis.) 
12. Pacific (Ore.) 
13. Upper Iowa 
14. Wisconsin-Stevens Point 
15. Buena Vista University (Iowa) 
16. Ithaca 
17. Muskingum (Ohio) 
18. Thiel (Pa.) 
19. Olivet (Mich.) 
20. Augustana (Ill.) 
21. Cortland 
22. Western Maryland 
23. Springfield (Mass.) 
24. John Carroll (Ohio) 
25. Manchester (Ind.) 
26. Ohio Northern 
27. St. John's (Minn.) 
28. York (Pa.) 
29. Wisconsin-Whitewater 
30. North Central (Ill.) 
Ranking committee: Coordinator -
Mike Howard (Oswego), Daryl Arroyo 
(Sprin~eld), Randy Steward (Loras), Tony 
Cippollone (Muskingum), Dave lcenhower 
(CNJ), Willie Myers (Wis.-Whitewater). 
S_port 
Shorts 
Three named to All-State 
The New York State Women's Colle-
giate Athletic Association has named 
three players from the women's soccer 
team to its All-Star team. Senior back Erin 
DeMarco, senior foward Samme Miller 
and senior midfielder Alison Paratore 
were chosen. 
This selection marks the third time in 
DeMarco 's career she has earned the hon-
ors. She is also a two-time All-American, 
the Empire Eight Player of the Year and a 
first-team , All-c;onference player. This 
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By the Numbers Compiled by John Davis and Matt Schauf. 
Squeaker 
Men's basketball 
Hobart at Ithaca 
Oec.5 
HOBART(60) 
Davidek Herron 4-11 3-3 11, Joe 
Corbett 11-18 2-15 24, Kevin Leonardo 3-
9 1-2 8, Brian Schiele 4-5 0-1 9, Michael 
Gambino 3-12 0-0 8, Tim Lomot 0-5 0-0 O, 
Lionel Watlington 0-1 0-0 0, Brad Strait 0-0 
0-0 0, Rocco Walsh 0-0 0-4 0, Rich 
Sinclair 0-0 0-0 0. Totals 25-61 6-25 60. 
ITHACA(65) 
Tyler Schulz 3-8 0-0 6, Jason Wallen 5-
12 0-1 11, Dane Fischer 3-3 0-0 6, John 
Lyons 0-6 2-2 2, Matthew Miller 5-1 O 0-0 
13, Sean Clifford 0-1 0-0 0, Matthew 
Riggins 6-16 5-10 17, Chris Mallette 2-3 1-
1 6, Matt Usher 0-1 0-0 0, Jeff Tillipaugh 1-
2 2-2 4, Mike Wilson 0-2 0-0 0. Totals 
25-64 10-16 65. 
Halftime- Ithaca, 27-24. Three-point-
ers - Hobart 4-13 (Leonardo 1-3, Schiele 
1-1, Gambino 2-5, Lomot 0-4), Ithaca 5-11 
(Wallen 1-2, Lyons 0-3, Miller 3-4, Clifford 
0-1, Mallette 1-1 ). Fouled out - Wilson (I). 
Rebounds - Hobart 53 (Corbett 16), 
Ithaca 34 (Riggins 9). Assists - Hobart 1 O 
(Schiele 5), Ithaca 10 (Clifford 4). Total 
fouls- Hobart 17, Ithaca 20. 
BTNurnbers 
87 Points scored by sophomore 
guard Kerri Brown and freshman 
Jenny Swatling of the women's 
basketball team in last weekend's 
tournament. 
86 Points scored by the rest of the 
team in the same two games. 
60 Margin of victory for the women's 
aquatics team over Alfred. 
Defeated 
Women's basketball 
Hhaca at WIiiiam Smith 
Oec.5 
ITHACA(55) 
Sarah Duerr 0-2 0-0 0, Kelly Brady 3-9 
1-1 7, Kelly Richards 2-4 0-0 5, Kerri 
Brown 5-12 2-3 13, Donna Fisher 0-8 0-0 
0, Kelly Gawronski 5-8 2-4 12, Corinne 
Farneti 0-0 0-0 0, Jennie Swatling 5-12 1-4 
11, Beth Gilbert 3-6 1-4 7, Courtney 
McVicker 0-0 0-0 0, Heather Savignano 0-
0 0-0 0. Totals 23-61 7-16 55. 
WILLIAM SMITH (66). 
Heather Easter 0-3 2-2 2, Laura 
Hadwin 8-11 8-9 24, Leah Cornwell4-14 1-
2 9, Erin Case 0-6 2-2 2, Brianna Tindall 8-
11 5-8 25, Kristen Wright 1-3 0-0 2, 
Stephanie Leveille 1-1 0-0 2, Tiffany Fields 
0-1 0-2 0, Kaleen Goodman 0-1 0-0 0. 
Totals 25-5118-25 66. 
Halftime - !!haca, 27-26. Three-point-
ers - Ithaca 2-7 (Brady 0-1, Richards 1-3, 
Brown 1-1, Fisher 0-1, $walling 0-1}, 
William Smith 4-16 (Easter 0-1, Cornwell 
0-3, Case 0-5, Tindall 4-6, Goodman 0-1 ). 
Fouled out - none. Rebounds - Ithaca 
33 (Brady 13), William Smith 39 (Hadwin, 
Cornwell 1 O). Assists ....,. Ithaca 11 (Fisher 
3), William Smith 14 (Cornwell 4). Total 
fouls - Ithaca 21, William Smith 15. 
fall she was the leading scorer for the 
Bombers, collecting 17 points (six goals 
and five assists). Starting all 75 games, De-
Marco helped Ithaca make the NCAA play-
offs all four years. In total she has scored 
31 career points and was named to the All-
Region and All-State teams. Her season 
ended last fall with a spot on the Empire 
Eight All-Star team and the National Soc-
cer Coaches Association of America 
Scholar-Athlete Team. 
Miller concludes her career with a lofty 
82 points, placing her first in scoring, and 
a school-record 35 career goals. This is her 
second NYSWCAA selection, the other 
coming after her sophomore season. Last 
year she was an Empire Eight first-team 
All-Star. 
Paratore was heralded as the leading 
vote-getter among midfielders on the All-
Star team. She is also familiar to the 
NY SW CAA All-Star team, this being her 
Athlete of the.week . 
Jennie Swatling, 
women's basketball 
The freshman guard scored 46 points in two games as part of 
the Bombers' win in the Manhattanville College's Tarrytown Hilton 
Alumni Tournament last weekend. Swatling, who was named 
Empire Eight Rookie of the Week, scored 26 points in Saturday's 
win over City College of New York, the highest individual scoring 
performance on the team this season. She then came off the 
bench to drop 20 points on Centenary in the tournament final 
Sunday. Against William Smith Tuesday, Swatling contributed 11 
points to put her team-leading scoring average at 15.8 points per 
game. Swatling is from Strong, Maine. 
Victory 
Men's swimming and diving 
Hhaca at Alfred 
Dec.5 
~ 
Hhaca 
Alfred 
Scores 
134 
103 
400 Medley relay: 1. Ithaca (Ryan 
Spencer, Mike Thurk, Dave Balta, Sasha 
Kuznezov) 3:39.53. 
1,000 Free: 1. Jeff Squire (I) 10:32. 7 4. 
200 Free: 1. Striker (A) 1 :44.82; 2. Balta 
(I) 1 :46.50. 
50 Free: 1. Thurk (I) 22.39. 
200 IM: 1. Sean Kavanaugh (I) 2:00.21. 
400 Free relay: 1. Hhaca (Kavanaugh, 
Mike Esper, Balta, Kuznezov) 3:16.07. 
1 M: 1. Devin Fay (I) 2:45.85. 
200 Butterfly: 1. Tyler Bums (I) 2:08.15. 
100 Free: 1. Kuznezov (I) 48.99. 
200 Backstroke: 1. Striker (A) 1 :58.03. 
500 Free: 1. Ryan Orser (I) 5:05.37. 
3M: 1. Berman (A) 227.00; 2. Fay (I) 
215.75. 
200 Breaststroke: 1. Thurk (I) 2: 18.54. 
· Nation's best 
157-pound weight class 
HQ. lodivJdual 
1. Ryan Ciotoli, sr., Ithaca 
2. Dan Weber, jr., Wheaton 
3. Royce Eyer, sr., Lycoming 
They said it 
"I would be happy [with a name change] if 
we found something more appropriate." 
- Paul McBride, unofficial 
Ithaca College historian, on the mascot. 
"It represents our history and our tradition. 
I'm, at this point, not interested in ... the 
changing of the name." 
- Kristen Ford, director of 
intercollegiate athletics, offering her 
thoughts on the possibility of replacing 
the school's nickname. 
"It's definitely easier to concentrate on one 
team. The guys are going to love it. They 
will get more individual help and more spe-
cial attention." 
- Jim Nichols, men's track 
and field coach, on the new coaching 
situation with the track teams. 
second appearance. She is a repeat Em-
pire-Eight first-team player. Paratore 
raised her career total to 34 points ( 14 
goals and six assists) by scoring eight 
points this season on three goals and two 
assists. As a junior she was named to the 
third-team of the NSCAA All-Region 
team. 
Intramural hoops scores 
Men's Pro: 
Croatian National def. Big Wood. 
Big Hurt def. Beef. 
Team Obvious def. Boukakis. 
Meat Helmet 2K def. Lunchtime. 
Garyville Golden All-Stars def. Full 
Blown. 
Men's Semi-Pro: 
Joemamabuty def. Blazers. 
Compiled by Corie Hoffberger, 
staff writer. 
Second best 
Wrestling 
RIT Invitational 
Dec.2 
No. Team 
1. John Carroll (Ohio) 
2. Ithaca 
3. Oswego 
Points 
139.5 
132.0 
117.0 
4. RIT 
5. Case Western (Ohio) 
6. Cortland 
7. Wesleyan (Conn.) 
Top Individual Results 
84.5 
81.5 
70.0 
44.5 
125 pounds 
1-Brett Purcell (JC) dee. Toan Trang (I), 
12-1 O; Trang WBF Dave McDougall, 3:30; 
Trang WBF 3-Jeff Ferrera (W); 3rd-place: 
John Criss (W) dee. Trang, 9-4. 
141 pounds 
3-Dan Montana (I) WBF Adam Gamache 
(0), 1 :26; 3-Montana WBF Steve Aufiero 
(C), 5:22; 3-Montana dee. Jeff Pilosi (R), 
5-2; championship: 3-Montana dee. 1-Jim 
Cook (JC), 8-5. 
149pounds 
JP Bollette (I) dee. Zak Kallai (CW), 5-3; 
2-Frank Petrucci (0} WBF Bollette, 3:54; 
Bollette major dee. Ryan Elliot (JC), 15-2; 
Bollette major dee. Adam Jones (W), 10-
0; 3rd place: Bollette major dee. 3-Brian 
Fair (W), 12-1. 
157pounds 
1-Ryan Clotoli (I) dee. Ryan Picco (JC), 
10-3; 1-Clotoli TF Lou Dionisio (C), 18-2, 
4:26; 1-Clotoli TF Matt LoSchaivo (R), 20-
5; championship: 1-Clotoli dee. Jeff 
Holmes (0), 3-1. 
165 pounds 
4-Bill Parry (I) WBF Ben Perris (A), 3:16; 
4-Parry WBF Pat Beard (JC), 4:43; 4-
Parry dee. 1-Noah Seitel (0), 6-3; champi-
onship: 2-Dan Kull (JC) dee. 4-Parry, 6-5. 
174 pounds 
2-Andrew Locke (I) major dee. Jake 
Armstrong (C), 14-1; 3-Dave Lance dee. 
2-Locke, 4-2; 2-Locke major dee. Josh 
Schmidt (CW), 10-2; 3rd place: 2-Locke 
WBF Gus Mancini (R), 1 :00. 
Heavyweight 
3-Jason DiCesare (I) WBF Craig 
Bednarczyk (C), 3:51; 2-Eric Urdzik (JC) 
dee. 3-DICesare, 4-1 ; 3-DiCesare WBF 
Frank Bertino (W), 1: 16; 3rd place: 3-
DiCesare dee. 4-Alva Conklin, 1-0. 
Domination 
Women's swimming and diving 
Ithaca at Alfred 
!nm 
Hhaca 
Alfred 
Dec.5 
~ 
Score 
144.5 
84.5 
200 Medley relay: 1. Ithaca (Erin 
Shackelton, Katie Centrella, Heather 
Nelson, Megan Hughes) 1 :54.99. 
1,000 Free: 1. Sarah Bond (I) 10:59.58. 
200 Free: 1. Nelson (I) 2:04.53. 
50 Free: 1. Turner (A) 26.21; 2. Andrea 
Farwell (I) 26.41. 
200 IM: 1. Hughes (I) 2:12.94. 
1 M: 1. Kristen Shorette (I) 180.35. 
100 Butterfly: 1. Turner (A) 1 :03.41; 2. 
Emily Carey (I) 1 :04.40. 
100 Free: 1. Michelle Vallin (I) 56.23. 
100 Backstroke: 1. Shackelton (I) 
1:03.69. 
500 Free: 1. Meggan Christie (I) 5:45.87. 
3M: 1. Shorette (I) 221.20. 
200 Breaststroke: 1. Centrella (I) 
1:13.05. 
Send information to The Ithacan, 
269 Park Hall, Ithaca College. 
For more information, contact 
Caroline Ligaya, calendar editor, 
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Four-day weather forecast 
TODAY 
SATURDAY 
. 
Mostly cloudy 
High: 25° 
Low: 13° 
Snow 
showers 
High: 36° 
Low: 20° 
FRIDAY 
SUNDAY 
Mostly cloudy 
High: 35° 
Low: 23° 
Snow 
showers 
Forecast issued by the National Weather Service, courtesy of the 
Northeast Regional Climate Center at Cornell University. 
TODAY 
Berenice Abbott: Photographs 
-An exhibit of portraits and 
places from the 1920s and 1930s 
showing through Dec. 10 in the 
Handwerker Gallery. 
Amnesty International Meeting 
-12:10 p.m. in Friends 207. 
"Why It's Impossible to be 
Moral" - Faculty colloquium pre-
sentation by Stephen Schwartz, 
Philosophy and Religion 
Department. Refreshments 
served. 12: 15 to 1 p.m. in the 
Clark Lounge, Campus Center. 
Bible Study - 5:15 p.m. at First 
Baptist. For IC students and 
church members. Sponsored by 
the Protestant Community. 
Bias-Related Incidents: 
Roundtable Discussions -
Discuss how to work towards 
appropriate and effective institu-
tional responses to on-campus 
bias-related incidents, to discuss 
issues of diversity, and to gather 
student recommendations. 7 p.m. 
in Emerson Suites. 
"Lily Dale" - Longtime family 
troubles hang in the air in this real-
1sllc drama by Horton Foote. 8 
p.m. in Clark Theatre, Dillingham 
Center. Also showing on Friday at 
8 p.m. and Saturday at 2 and 8 
p.m. 
Percussion Ensemble Concert 
- 8:15 p.m. in Ford Hall, Whalen 
Center. 
Catholic Mass - 8:30 p.m. ,n the 
Muller Chapel. 
COMMUNITY 
Red Cross Blood Drive - 11 :30 
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. at the Blood 
Donation Center, VFW Post #961, 
423 W. State St. For more info, 
contact Darla Vanostrand at 273-
C· 1900. ext. 17. 
Red Cross First Aid Class - 6 
to 8:30 p.m. For more info, contact 
.;!_' Carley Rencher at 273-1900, ext. 
- ,.! 
14. 
Thursday Night House Party -
10 p.m. to midnight at lde's 
Bowling. Rock 'n' bowl games 
$1.50, shoes $1.50. Music mixed 
by 106-VIC. 
Common Ground- Danby 
Senior Citizens Holiday Dinner 
Party at noon. Entertainment pro-
vided by Dawn Gray and Molly 
MacMillan. For info and'or reserva-
tions call 273-1505. Noche Latina 
performs from 10 p.m. to 1 a.m. 
Latin dancing with DJ Felipe Rivera. 
FRIDAY 
SAB Films - "The Nutty 
Professor 2: The Klumps" showing 
at 7 p.m., 9:30 p.m. and midnight 
in Textor Hall 102. 
Shabbat Services - Reform, 
conservative and traditional ser-
vices at 6 p.m. in Muller Chapel. 
Services are followed by Kosher 
dinner in the upper level of 
Terrace Dining Hall. 
Chamber Ensemble I Recital -
7 p.m. in the Recital Hall, Whalen 
Center. 
Jazz Workshop-8:15 p.m. in 
Ford Hall, Whalen Center. 
SPORTS 
Women's Basketball at St. 
Lawrence at 6 p.m. 
Men's Basketball at St. 
Lawrence at 8 p.m. 
COMMUNITY 
ABC Cafe - Hank Roberts and 
friends playing extreme cello 
explorations. 
Rongovian Embassy - Doctor 
Pocket performs at 1 O p.m. 
Common Ground - Shauna 
Guidici performs for Friday Jazz 
from 5 to 8 p.m., with Peter 
Chwazik on bass and·Rob Hunt 
on piano. 
Contemporary Club Dance Music 
with DJ Calvin from 9 p.m. to 1 
a.m. 
Club Republica - Hip - hop and 
house music from 10 p,m. to 3 
a.m S5, 18 and over. 
. SATURDAY 
Fall Extravaganza: Amani 
Singers - Performing from noon 
to midnight in the Coffeehouse, 
Emerson Suites and the North 
Foyer. 
All-Campus Band Recital- 1 
p.m. in Ford Hall, Whalen Center. 
Senior Clarinet Recital -
Corinne Segal performs at 4 p.m. 
in Ford Hall, Whalen Center. 
Chamber Ensemble II Recital -
7 p.m. in the Recital Hall, Whalen 
Center. 
SAB Films - "The Nutty 
Professor 2: The Klumps" showing 
at 7 p.m., 9:30 p.m. and midnight 
in Textor Hall 102. 
A HARO DAY'S END 
ALEX MORRISON/THE ITHACAN 
A LIGHT DUSTING of snow fell gently during Tuesday's sunset. The Tompkins County region 
has been hit by several short snow squalls over the past few days. A small crust of snow remains 
all over the Ithaca College campus in the wake of continuous below-freezing temperatures. Ice 
that formed following one of the storms led to a minor accident at the College Circle Apartments 
Saturday. For more on that story, see CIRCLES, page 3. 
Wind Ensemble Recital - 8:15 
p.m. in f:ord Hall, Whalen Center. 
Senior Semi-Formal - Tickets 
on sale in the Campus Center at 
the Ticket Sales window. With 
senior card: $10/individuals and 
$18/couples. Without senior card: 
$15/individuals and $25/couples. 
9 p.m. at the Ramada Inn, near 
the Pyramid Mall. 
SPORTS 
Wrestling at Binghamton at 8 
p.m. 
COMMUNITY 
Red Cross Blood Drive - 9:30 
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. at the Newfield 
Fire Dept. 77 Maine St., Newfield. 
For more info contact Darla 
Vanostrand at 273-1900, ext. 17. 
ABC Cafe - Ithaca College 
songwriter's night, sponsored by 
the Songwriter's Circle. 
Club Semesters - The College 
Night Dance Party DJ Turbo spin-
ning hip-hop, top 40, R&B, reggae 
and classics. Doors open at 9 
p.m. College ID only. 
Common Ground - Prime time 
dinner special from 5 to 8 p.m., 
$8.95. Tomboy in Concert featur-
ing Mary Bentley, Lisa DiMarco, 
Catherine Holmes and Gary 
Wortley at 7 p.m. Disco and 
Beyond, with DJ Joey spinning 
sounds from the '?Os and '80s. 9 
p.m. 18 and over, no cover .. 
Club Republica - Hip-hop and 
house music from 10 p.m. to 3 
a.m. $5, 18 and over. 
The Haunt - The Fabulous '80s 
Dance Party featuring DJ Nikki 
Wood. $3 over 21, $5 under. 
, 
SUNDAY 
Protestant Services - 11 :30 
a.m. in the Muller Chapel. 
Catholic Mass - 1 and 9 p.m. in 
the Muller Chapel. 
Senior G61tar Recital - 1 p.m. in 
the Recital Hall, Whalen Center. 
Winter Choral Concert - 3 p.m. 
in Ford Hall, Whalen Center. 
Graduate Lecture Recital -
Todd Pray performs on saxo-
phone at 6 p.m. in the lger Lecture 
Hall, Whalen Center. 
SAB Films - "The Nutty 
Professor 2: The Klumps" showing 
at 3 p.m. in Textor Hall 102. 
Junior Voice Recital - Amanda 
Goodman performs at 7 p.m. in 
the Recital Hall, Whalen Center. 
Guitar Ensemble Recital - 9 
p.m. in the Recital Hall, Whalen 
Center. 
COMMUNITY 
Common Ground - Stonewall 
Social Club, an informal get-
together of middle age to senior 
gays and lesbians, at noon. 
Brunch buffet from noon to 4 p.m., 
$6.50 per person. Argentine 
Tango from 9 p.m. to midnight. No 
cover. 
MONDAY 
Catholic Mass - 5:30 p.m. in the 
Muller Chapel. 
SAB Films - "The Nutty 
Professor 2: The Klumps" showing 
at 8 p.m. in Textor Hall 102. 
Montessori Band Recital - 7 
p.m. in the Recital Hall, Whalen 
Center. 
Peer Alliance for Sexuality 
Education (PASE) Meeting - 8 
p.m. in the North Meeting Room. 
Women's BASIC - Bible study. 8 
p.m. in Terrace 1 lounge. 
Sponsored by the Protestant 
Community. 
Opera Workshop- 8:15 p.m. in 
Ford Hall, Whalen Center. 
COMMUNITY 
Red Cross Adult CPR Class - 6 
to 10 p.m. For more info contact 
Carley Rencher at 273-1900, ext. 
14. 
TUESDAY 
Catholic Mass-12:05 p.m. in 
the Muller Chapel: 
OCLDA Meeting - 7 p.m. in Park 
279. 
BIGAYLA Speaker and Video 
- Professor Elisabeth Nanas, 
cinema and photography, will 
give a talk about author Paul 
Monett and then screen a movie 
about him. 7:30 to 10 p.m. in 
CNS 115. 
Percussion Ensemble Concert 
- 8:15 p.m. in Ford Hall, Whalen 
Center. 
Men's BASIC - Bible study. 
8:15 p.m. in Friends 201. 
Sponsored by the Protestant 
Community. 
SPORTS 
Women's Basketball at Cortland 
at6 p.m. 
Men's Basketball at Cortland at 8 
p.m. 
WEDNESDAY 
Circle K Meeting - 7 p.m. in 
Williams 221. 
American Advertising 
Federation Meeting - 7 p.m. in 
Williams 222. 
Catholic Mass - 8:30 p.m. in the 
Muller Chapel. 
Concert Band and Symphonic 
Band Concert - 8:15 p.m. 
in Ford Hall, Whalen 
Center. 
